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Tenure Committee Presents
Findings About Dr.Johnson
The Murray State University
tenure committee presented its
findings in the tenure denial appeal case of Dr. Don Johnson to
university president Constantine
W. Curris for possible future action, according to Dr. Gordon
Loberger, chairman of the committee.

y Countians, began the day by
LOOKS LIKE A (N)ICE DAY — Harry Weatherly, along with most Callowa
g to the Federal Aviation
accordin
scraping ice off the windshield. The temperature dropped to seven degrees
Administration in Paducah.
Staff Photo by Jennie Gordon

"The committee found that
there was insufficient evidence to
support Dr. Johnson's contentions
that the negative tenure recommendation in his case resulted in
whole or in part from any violation(s) of procedure on the part of
any individual(s) during the
tenure recommendation process,
or that this negative recommendation resulted in whole or in part
from instances of arbitrary or
capricious actions on the part of
one or more recommending agencies," Loberger said.

The committee cannot make a
recommendation to the president,
Loberger stressed. It only can present its findings, he added.
Currie was out of town and could
not be reached for comment about
possible further action concerning
the case.
Johnson also could not be reached for comment.
Copies of the committee's findings also were sent to Johnson,
board of regents chairman Ron
Christopher, vice president for
academic affairs Richard
Butwell, university attorney
James Overby and dean of the
College of Environmental
Sciences Gary Boggess.
Johnson, director of Murray
State's Hancock Biological Station, claimed the university
allegedly used arbitrary and
capricious action in making a
negative tenure decision.

The committee conducted a
hearing on Johnson's allogations
Dec. I and 2. Several university
faculty, students and administrators and fish and wildlife
industry officials testified at the
hearing.
Boggess was the co-ordinator of
the university's position. Dr.
Delbert Wylder, chairman of the
English department, represented
Johnson.
Members of the committee include Loberger, representing the
College of Humanistic Studies;
Vernon Gantt, College of Creative
Expression; Paul Lynn, College of
Industry and Technology; Hazel
Cowan, College of Environmental
Sciences; Bill Pinkston, College of
Business and Public Affairs; Jetta
Culpepper, University Libraries;
and Julie Lovins, College of
Human Development and Learning.

Mike Ward Lists Public Involvement As Primary Objective
By MATT SANDERS
News Editor
Public involvement is a primary
goal of newly-elected commonwealth attorney for the 42nd
judicial district Mike Ward.
"I'm supposed to represent the
people. I want to get the public involved more than they are now,"
the Benton lawyer, who will
assume office Jan.4,commented.
The 42nd judicial district includes Calloway and Marshall
Counties.
Ward, a native of Murray and
son of Jack and Millie Ward, said
he will attempt to have more trials
and create opportunities for people to learn about the judicial process.
Recommendation of high
sentences is an aim to force more

trials, Ward said.
Ward said, he favors higher
recommendations because probation and parole free some
prisoners after serving none or a
portion of their sentences.
"I've seen people get probation
after committing what I call pretty bad crimes," he added.
Judges do not have to accept
recommendations by the commonwealth's attorney Ward said.
He added his office will set-up
programs concerning law and
crime. Ward or his recentlyappointed assistant Mark
Blankenship, a Murray attorney,
will lecture or sponsor other
speakers.
Ward said any group or civic
organization desiring a program
can contact either he or Blanken-

learn what programs are
ship.
,
available to the commonwealth
Attorney
As Commonwealth
Ward said he will prepare cases attorney's office.
Although he resides in Benton,
for the grand jury, decide if there
is enough evidence in cases for Wacid admitted he probably will
trials and try -cases in Circuit spend more time in Calloway
County, where the case load is
Court.
A graduate of Murray High heavier.
He stressed the door to his BenSchool, Murray State University
and the University of Mississippi ton Court Square office will reSchool of Law, Ward will be no main open to all people in both
stranger to his new duties. He counties.
"Some people feel left out since
served three years as an assistant
to present Commonwealth At- I'm in Marshall County. That's
crazy. Anyone in Calloway County
torney Ron Christopher.
as well as Marshall County is
Circuit
with
talked
Ward has
Court Judge James Lassiter and welcome," Ward said.
Blankenship also will be responhas been in touch with
Christopher's office to make the sible for trying cases and for conducting all business of the comtransition a smooth one.
Ward also attended an attorney monwealth attorney's office,
general's seminar this week to Ward said.

The 30-year-old father of three
said he will maintain his private
practice and stressed it would not
take precedence over the commonwealth attorney's job. According to law, a commonwealth
attorney may keep a private practice if he does not handle criminal
defense cases or cases involving
the state, Ward said.
The commonwealth attorney
serves a six-year term. Ward said
he may consider the circuit court
judge's bench as a possibility later
in life.
"IN had the knowledge and the
opportunity presented itself, circuit court judge may sound interesting," he said.
"But for now, I just want to do
the best job I can as commonwealth attorney."

Mike Ward

Polish Resistance Holds Out Against Government Forces
By The Associated Press
From the southern coal fields to
the giant Lenin Shipyards on the
Baltic Coast, defiant Polish
workers are reported holding out
against a military regime determined to crush strikes and restore
order.
A high-level Polish government
official told the U.S. Embassy that
strikes are Linder way at 43 enterprises in eight provinces,the State
Department said Friday.
A young miner who was at the
Wujek mine in southern Poland
where seven of his co-workers
were killed Wednesday related his
account of thelighting in a report
.from Poland Friday. It was the
first officially confirmed incident
in which Polish troops killed protesting workers.
The man said police lobbed

warmer tonight
Clear and not so cold tonight.
Lows from 10 to 15. Mostly sunny, breezy and warmer on Sunday. Highs in the low to mid
30s. Winds becoming south to
southeast 5 to 10 mph tonight increasing to 10 to 20 mph on Sunday.
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teargas into the mine entrance,
then attacked in small groups,
grappling with chain-swinging
miners. Radio Warsaw confirmed
the seven deaths and said 80
miners and policemen were injured in the fighting.
The Communist government
has said 200 people have been injured in clashes since martial law
was declared last Sunday and
Solidarity, the independent labor
federation, was banned. They
blamed the bloodshed on provocateurs who "do not want the
community to return calmly to
work."
Thousands of demonstrators in
Kracow and Lodz were dispersed
Thursday by police using water
cannons and smokebombs. Police
reportedly occupied the cathedral
in Lodz to prevent a special mass
from taking place.
Militant workers appeared to
have barricaded themselves inside buildings at the Lenin
Shipyards in the northern port of
Gdansk, according to reports
coming from the U.S. Embassy in
Warsaw and released by the State
Department in Washington.
Associated Press correspondent
Thomas W. Netter reported that
Warsaw was quiet Friday follow-

ing disturbances Thursday in
which young protesters were
routed by club-swinging police.
Heeding a Solidarity request,
thousands of Warsaw residents
turned off their electric lights
Thursday night and put candles in
their windows to express support
for the trade union.
Armored , military units continued to patrol Warsaw streets,
and police and soldiers manned

roadblocks at important buildings
in the capital, Netter said.
Netter's report was one of the
first out of Poland since the
government restored telex communications for foreign journalists provided their accounts
are submitted to state censors and
are limited to first hand observations and state media reports.
Poland's severely depressed
economy has been reeling for the

overcoming the crisis," Warsaw
Radio said. However, Poles learned from Radio Warsaw that they
may soon be returning to a sevenday work week and 12-hour shifts.
Under new travel restrictions,
citizens must have written permission to travel between cities.
Under earlier martial law rules,
Poles were allowed to travel out of
town for up to 48 hours.

Auto Emission Standards To Be Relaxed
By ROBERT L.SHAFFER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Auto industry leaders say they have
received assurances from President Reagan that he will help
them get auto emission standards
relaxed, a change they say could
help them sell more cars.
Top executives of the nation's
biggest auto companies went to
the White House on Friday to give
Reagan the same message they
gave the House leadership earlier
this week.
The automakers say they need
quick action on the emission standards if there is to be any impact
on 1983 models.

"We were very encouraged by
the president's attention and his
understanding,and we are looking
for help from him, particularly in
the revisions to the Clean Air
Act," Roger Smith, chairman of
General Motors Corp., told
reporters after the White House
luncheon.
'The Clean Air Act is currently
up in Congress for reauthorization.
The automakers say the
changes they want could mean a
savings of $80 to $300 per car —
enough to boost sales by 300,000
cars a year.
The executives outlined their
problems • and told Reagan they

Myers Again Decides To Leave
Post With Social Security Bureau
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Robert
J. Myers, one of the nation's
leading Social Security experts,
quit the agency in 1970 with a parting shot at what he said we
liberals who were driving the program into fiscal ruin.
Now, after nine months in the
Reagan administration, Myers is
resigning again from the agency
with a blast at the Office of
Management and Budget for what
he calls its "disastrous" meddling
in Social Secu rity'saffaig..
Myers will leave his poet as
deputy commissioner for
grams on Jan.8.
In a resignation letter released
Friday, Myers endorsed President Reagan's efforts to restore
the program's fiscal health and
the "vast majority" of the specific

2 years from the effect of
/
past 11
strikes, crop failures and what the
new martial-law regime concedes
were disastrous economic policies
in the 1970s.
But the government, headed by
Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski, maintained that order is being
restored.
"We are now in an interim
period, moving from anarchy and
poverty on the way to order and

reforms Reagan proposed earlier wrote Health and Human Services
this year to curtail the growth of Secretary Richard S.Schweiker.
Reagan withdrew the sweeping
benefits.
Security reforms he proposSocial
But Myers, Social Security's
chief actuary from 1947 to 1970, ed last May because of the uproar
sharply criticized the way policy over his attempt to slash early
is set by Social Security's parent retirement benefits for 62-yearagency, the Department of Health olds from 80 percent of full
and Human Services, and "higher benefits to 55 percent.
OMB Director David A.
organizations such as" OMB.
an and White House
Stockm
In his letter, he said OMB and
its civil servants draw up policy domestic adviser Martin Ander"without regard to the social and son reportedly played the decisive
economic aspects of the Social roles in pressing for those cuts.
On Wednesday, Congress
Security program — and even the
ed the $122-a-month
preserv
political aspects."
was well exemplified by minithüm benefit fof
theiRastour results that oc- people. The elimination approved
curred from the proposal to last summer had been scheduled
eliminate the minimum benefit to take effect in March.
Mybrs, 69, said in an interview
for all persons currently on the
rolls and also from the proposal to that 1.--ex pects to be more effecsharply increase the early retire- tive in pressing for Social Security
tnent reduction factor," Myers reform from outside government.
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are counting on his help in pulling
the industry out its slump.
Reagan "recognizes fully ... we
are in a disaster area," said Lee
A. Iacocca, chairman of Chrysler
Corp.
More than 211,000 auto workers
have been laid off at the five major companies, and industry
lopes this year are expected to
total $1.4 billion: '
Asked if Reagan made any
specific pledges, Smith said, "His
help on the Clean Air Act was the
thing we were looking for the
most."
Earlier this week, the auto executives got a promise from
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
Jr. that he would try to get the
stalled Clean Air Act revisions
moving through CongresIo- Ford Motor Co. Chairman
Philip Caldwell said the group
discussed Japan's program of
restricting U.S. exports. Caldwell

said Reagan was asked "to consider the total competitive situation" of the U.S. market.
Iacocca said he suggested giving tax credits to car buyers to
stimulate business. Reagan made
no commitment on that idea, according to Larry Speakes, deputy
White House press secretary.
Praising the administration's
economic program, the executives said the biggest boost for
the industry now would be an improvement in the economy and a
continued drop in interest rates.
Attending the White House
meeting. were American Motors
chairmivi Gerald Meyers and
James McLernon, president of
Volkswagen of America.
Cabinet members joining the
talks included Commerce
Secretary Malcolm Baldrige,
Treasury Secretary Donald T.
Regan and Transportation
Secretary Drew Lewis.

Arts Council Announces
Governor's Match Grants
Grant, which was instituted in
The Kenkucky Arts Council has
1975, has haddramatic success in
or's
announced the Govern
providing an incentive for funChallenge Grant awards for 1981.
for the arts. Annual fundraising
23
Sixty arts organizations in
by Kentucky Arts
g
draisin
communities will receive
has increased by 350
tions
organiza
$946,1000 from the council. This is _ percent from $9r9,000 in 1975 to
a 23.33 percent match for dollars
more than $4 million in 1980. •
raised by these organizations
Although Challenge Grant funds
them
which will be used to assist
t . only 5 percent of, the
represeh
in providing arts services to the
total operating budgets of - redp;olateic•pients, these dollars are critical
Locally two organizations will
because of the incentive they proreceive awaNis. Murray Civic
for attracting private dollars,.
vide
will
receive
Music Association
organizations Ctribute
Arts
$1,782. Murray-Calloway County
Kentucky economy for
the
to
d
Community Theatre is schedule
every $1 they recevie from the
to get $5.0$4.
Challenge Grant.
The Governor's Challenge
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Legislative Subcommittee Scheduled
To Propose Jail Reform Plan In 1982
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
legislative subcommittee has offered a jail reform package for the
1982 legislature which includes
abolition of the fee system of funding jails.

WHEELCHAIR DEMONSTRATION — Accessories on the new
demonstration wheelchair for the Division of Rehabilitation, Murray
State University, are explained by Dr. Glen Hendren, director of the
division of rehabilitation, and Robin Lossner, Hopkinsville
sophomore during a rehabilitation class.
Photo by Tim Yarbrough

Special Wheelchair
Aids MSU Instructor
When a visitor enters Dr. Glen
Hendren's office in Wells Hall at
Murray State University, his attention is drawn to an unusuallooking contraption that occupies
a corner of the room.
Close examination reveals the
strange device is actually a
wheelchair — but one equipped
with all the accessories available
for a- wheelchair, according to
Hendren, director of the division
of rehabilitation.
Donated to Murray State by the
Everest and Jennings Co. of Los
Angeles, the demonstration
wheelchair is special-built and not
available for commercial sale. Its
value, Hendren estimated, is between $1,500 and $1,700.
However, it's practical value in
training students for careers in
rehabilitation is what Hendren
talks about most.
"The wheelchair helps us to
teach students how to prescribe
wheelchairs for patients," he said.
"With all the accessories on one
chair, they can see the options

that are available and gain a
valuable, first-hand learning experience."
The chair would be useful to
nursing students or any student
who eventually will be working
with the handicapped, Hendren
added.
"I have counted more than 20
different necessary options on the
chair," he pointed out.
'
Some of the options are a sling
that is attached to the chair for patients in traction and a single-hand
control for persons who may be
paralyzed on one side of the body.
"Being able to have all these
things on one chair and letting the
students use the chair helps them
understand why a patient might
want or need certain options,"
Hendren said.
Before the whh4chair was
donated, the depart silt showed
filmstrips to demonstrate different wheelchair options.
"But, there is nothing like having the real thing here for the
students to see," Hendren said.

because of inadquate facilities,
the subcommittee has been
meeting for almost two years to
seek solutions.
A main portion of the reform
package is eliminating the $6.75
daily dieting fee paid to jailers for
each prisoner.

Under this theory, the schemers
profit when a citizen is put in jail
for marginal offenses rather than
released or cited.
The subcommittee report said
there are a number of substitutes
if the fee system were abolished,
but there has not been agreement
on
any formula.
ending
"By
the
fee system, KenThe plan would cost an undeterThe reform package called for
mined amount of money amd tucky can expect to reduce its jail
population and get a better handle developing minimum jail stanwould not be enacted right away.
dards and Prentice Harvey, a
on
jail costs," the report said.
Instead, two proposed bills atIt costs an estimated $9 million Legislative Research Commission
tached to the reform report would
annually
to feed prisoners all over staffer, said it would help local oftake steps in that direction.
The legislature would then have the state and under one bill being ficials defend against lawsuits if a
prepared, the state would provide start were made.
two years to determine how the
Another key proposal was to
reforms are progressing, ac- the money directly to counties incentralize
jail inspections with the
stead
of
being billed by local
cording to Rep. Adrian Arnold, DMount Sterling, the jails subcom- governments throughout the year. Department of Corrections.
Currently, three state agencies
That measure apparently would
mittee chairman.
and
some local inspectors handle
be
merely
a
stopgap,
to
be
replacThe subcommittee discussed
details of the proposals for hours ed in 1984 by something else if the the job and local governments
purported abuses of the fee have complained that they place
Friday.
conflicting demands on the jail.
Although the reform package system were not eased.
"The problem is that no single
represents a concensus of jailers,
agency has both the authority and
Although the report made no
county judges and members of the
subcommittee, there were mention of why the fee system en- responsibility to view the jail as a
courages the incarceration of single institution and to work with
disagreements on specifics.
Mindful of federal court orders more prisoners, the private local officials in upgrading the
jail," the report said.
to upgrade jails and of a number assumption is that the profit from
Other portion of the report callof lawsuits against counties fees sometimes is split among cered for giving county governments
tain local officials.

more say over jail budgeting and
bookkeeping.
"(Such) practices are extremely poor in many jails and noneexistent in others," the report
said. "This lack of reliable fiscal
data on the way that millions of
dollars of state and county funds
are spent seriously hampers
understanding of the jail system."
Arnold said no one really knows
exactly how much the state has
been spending on aid to jails.
Addressing the poor physical
shape of many Kentucky pHs, the
report called for a sinking fund for
renovation and construction.
The Corrections Department
recently found that 59 percent of
the state's jails are classified as
poor by its rating system. It
recommended either complete
renovation or new construction in
46 counties.
Counties now are responsible
for a jail's condition. The subcommittee report said that adding $5
for court costs in criminal cases in
district courts would raise up to $2
million for debt service on construction bonds.

Reception Planned
A reception for Richard Valentine, producing director of Murray
Calloway Community Theatre,
will begin at 2 p.m., today at the
old freight depot located in
Murray-Calloway Park, according to Becky Wilson, theatre
treasurer.
Valentine, who is leaving his
post with the theatre, has been active in work with puppetry and
children's theatre, Wilson said.
"We want all the young people
who have ever been in a show,
auditioned for a show, wanted to
see one or have been in an audience to come out," Wilson added.
Refreshments will be served in
the freight depot which is now
utilizing its new heating system,
Wilson said.
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ARE YOU
OR HAVE YOU
EVER BEEN...
A KID
If you have — or if you are — join all
the kids in Murray and Calloway County at the Playhouse in the Park for the
first and last "So Long Richard" Party.
That's right — community theatre's
own Richard Valentine is leaving for a
while, so don't miss this chance to say
good-bye. There will be plenty of
refreshments and plenty of fun, so
come by between 2 and 4 p.m. and join
in. Bring mom and dad (that should
keep them out of trouble) and say, "So
Long, Richard."

Saitt4and the idt MK&
by Lucrece Beale

SYNOPSIS: Oonik and
Santa have finally found the
Ice King, busily grinding out
harsh winter storms from his
fearful ice castle. When
Santa explained that he and
Oonik had come as friends,
the Ice King stopped his work
and suddenly burst into
tears.
CHAPTER TWELVE

THE ICE KING'S
STORY
Oonik marveled to see the Ice
King cry. Even the King's tears
were made of ice. They rained
from his cheeks and clattered
to the floor like hailstones on a
roof.
"What is it? What is the
matter?" cried Santa in alarm.
"Nothing," replied the Ice
King kicking away the tears.
"It's just that you're the first to
ever come here and call himself
friend."
'Then he told Santa how all
his life he had lived alone in his
frozen castle where not even a
servant would live. How no one
ever came to call. How he had
no friends and everyone in the
whole world hated him because
he was Winter itself and
brought everyone cold and
misery.
"But you are wrong!"
protested Santa. "Winter has
its proper place. Children love
snow and animals love to
hibernate and even grownups
love to sit before their fires on
sTormy nights.'
The King's face brightened.
"Do they really like me?" he
asked.
"Of course they do," replied
Santa.
"But now," went on Santa
sternly, `.'it is August. For four
months the world has waited
for spring and summer but still
you send your ice and snow and
frigid winds. That is wrong.
Why do you do it?"
"It's because I am so lonely!"
burst out the Ice King. "All
winter I can keep busy making
storms but in summertime
there's nothing to do but .sit
and mope. So this year I
decided I would just keep on
making winter forever and

"Who would ever marry me?" wailed the lonely

that way I'll alv‘ays be busy
and happy too."
Santa shook his head sadly.
"And so the whole world will
freeze and starve."
The Ice King hung his head
and walked away. "I thought
since they hated me anyway I
might as well be really
hateful," he mumbled.
Santa took out his pipe and
lit it. For a long while he
smoked in silence and then he
said,"You must get a wife."
"What?" cried the Ice_ling
turning to stare.'
"A wife. You must get a wife
to love you and care for you
and keep you from being lonely
or feeling hateful again."
"A wife." whispered the Ice
King and his eyes softened and
he began to smile. Then his
face clouded over and he burst
out bitterly, "Who would ever
marry me?"
"There are lonely maidens in
the world just as there are
lonely men," said Santa. "The
trick is to get them together. I
have in mind for you a
beautiful creature whom I
happen to know is in a
marrying mood."
"Who?" said the Ice King
eagerly.

Ice King.

"The Sun Daughter," said
Santa. "She dwells in the East
where the sun rises each day."
He paused and scratched his
head. "Ah," he sighed. "If only
I had my reindeer back we
could travel there in a single
day!"
Oonik, quiet and awe-struck
all this time, now tugged at
Santa's sleeve.
"I can get the reindeer," he
said.
Santa shook his head. "No,
my boy, I turned them loose,
you remember, and they are
far away now hunting for the
summer food they could not
find up here."
"I am a good reindeer
hunter," Oonik bragged. "My
father taught me well.'
"But even your father has
not been able to find any
reindeer this summer," said
Santa.
' "I will not find just any
reindeer," insisted Oonik, "I
will find your reindeer."
"But how can you?" cried
Santa, "when I have turned
them free?"
"Because," said Oonik with a
smile, "they have followed you
here, all the way."
Next: The Sun Daughter
AP Newsfeatures

rom our house
to yours, we wish you
thebestfor
a joyous Noel!

n the true holiday tradition, we'd like
to express our deepest gratitude to all
our loyal patrons and valued friends.

641 Super Shell
Playhouse in the Park 2 p.m.-4 p.m. Today

Triangle Inn
753 9131

501 S 12th_--- 753 41 1 1
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Soviet jeans
getting fake
U.S.labels
The Russians are putting fake American labels on
inferior Russian-made jeans. This is not an official
government program, just a black market operation and hence something that falls into the
category of private (free?) enterprise.
The reasons for all this, of course, are obvious.
The Russian-made stuff is junk; it will sell better
with an American label. Decent, imported stuff is
outrageously expensive.
Counterfeit jean labels are not a new problem for
Western manufacturers, some of whom employ
sleuths who do nothing but ferret out the phonies.
But it does appear to be a new thing in the Soviet
Union where it must be particularly hard to
disparage the growing passion for jeans as just
another example of bourgeois decadence. Workers
of Russia, arise, you have nothing to lose but your
three-piece suits.
(Reprinted by Permission of The Sacramento
Bee)

Known facts

very sketchy
about Santa
LATITUDE 90 NORTH, OR THEREABOUTS
(AP) — Who is this Santa Claus person anyway?
When you get right down to it, not much is really
known about this paunchy bagman who drops down
people's chimneys one night each year under the
pretext of bribing their children into better
behavior.
Thousands upon thousands of words have been
written about this elusive charlatan, but he has
never submitted to an interview.
Children everywhere attest to his legendary
legerdemain on Christmas morning, but he has
never been caught in the act of breaking and entering to distribute the goodies. Why have the police
never issued an APB, an all point bulletin? Where
was the FBI and Interpol?
Getting down to the nuts and raisins of this holiday fruit cake, what right does he have to
monopolize the minds and hearts of millions for an
entire day every year? Who grants him safe conduct down the chimneys of the world?
The known facts about this most wanted
character are sketchy and contradictory. In a
police line-up, you would look for someone short
(perhaps a midget), fat (some liken his abdomen to
a gelatinous substance), rosy cheeked, given to fits
of prolonged and inane laughter. He has been
observed smoking a long Dutch pipe known as a
"church warden." Besides illegal entry and child
bribery, the complaint record includes driving an
unlicensed reindeer-pulled sled in a reckless manner, parking precariously on -rooftops -to avoid
feeding meters and nipping at the household sherry.
Latest reports indicate he still wears gaudy red
trousers held up by old-fashioned galluses, matching jacket and mittens trimmed in white fur, a
leather belt with a big brass buckle and kinky black
patent leather boots.
Persons having information as to his
whereabouts are urged to hang their stockings by
the chimney with care, try not to panic, get a good
night's sleep and await further developments.

Thoughts
in season
By Ken Wolf
The opinion that "all art is quite useless" was
hardly popular when enunciated by Oscar Wilde in
1891. Our own highly practical age ("job-oriented"
is a better, if narrower, phrase) could have little
sympathy with Wilde's vision of art "for its own
sake," as its own reward:
There is no such thing as a moral or an immoral book. Books are well written, or badly
written. That is all...No artist has ethical
sympathies. An ethical sympathy in an artist
Is an unpardonable mannerism of style.
What would it tell us if the left and the right, the
liberal an conservatives, the moral majoritarians
and the agnostic gavernment planners, could all
agree in condemning Wilde?
irthe
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Reagan devoting much time to budget-making
WASHINGTON — The prospect of
a long-delayed personal face off between Ronald Reagan and the nation's central banker was revived
when a senior administration official
was asked whether the president has
been spending too much time on the
nuts and bolts of budget-making.
President Reagan haskgroted
some 20 hours a profligate expenditure of time for him, to scrutinizing
department spending requests for
the new budget even though there is
no chance for nearly enough cuts to
affect the economy. But nothing on
his schedule indicates he has devoted
one minute to monetary policy,
which may mean life and death for
Reaganism.
Is this not a misallocation of the
president's time? "I suppose so,"
replied the senior official, "except
that he doesn't need 20 hours for
monetary policy. All he needs is one
hour." Just one hour to learn that occult art? "No," the official said,"one
hour with Paul Volcker."
This revives an old idea within the
administration that sooner or later
Reagan would have to deliver an admonition to Volcker, inherited by him
from Jimmy Carter as chairman of
the Federal Reserve Board, and, as
much,the nation's central banker. In
that one hour, the president would

lay down his law: Don't abort the
economic recovery!
At the same time, the president's
top advisers are concentrating on his
first chance to put a Reaganite on the
Federal Reserve Board. The Jan. 31
expiration of Frederick Schultz's
term as the Board's vice chairman
offers what one adviser calls
Reagan's most important appointment since the Cabinet was picked.
If Volcker is indeed invited to the
presidential woodshed and then
handed a Reagan-minded vice chairman, it would signify that the administraton has come to these conclusions: Monetary policy is its biggest economy headache; Volcker is
working an'agenda wholly different
from Reagan's; failure to realize
these facts dooms the Reagan
Revolution.
The Reagan administration since
August has maintained what is
described in internal memos as "an
entente cordiale" with Volcker.
Blaming budget deficits for high interest rates and attendant economic
misery, Budget Director David
Stockman has led the drive against
critizing "scapegoating," say the
memos) Volcker's Fed.
The voice of dissent has been
Treasury Secretary Donald T.
Regan, who inside the administration

Looking back
Ten years ago
James Blalock, Calloway Circuit
Court Clerk, had announced beginning Jan. 1, 1972, drivers' licenses
were to be issued only to persons with
social security numbers.
First pla •- e winners in various divisions of Christmas Home Decorating
Contest, sponsored by Garden
Department of Murray Woman's
Club, were Mr. and Mrs. William
Jones, Sue and Martha Hughes, Mrs.
Vernon Hale, Mr. and Mrs. H. T.
Waldrop and Dr. and Mrs. J. D.
Outland.
Twenty years ago
Bank of Murray and Peoples Bank
had announced interest rates on savings accounts were to be increased to
three per cent and 12 months' time
deposit certificates were to receive
four per cent interest.
Paul Shahan, a member of music
faculty department, Murray State
College, was to attend Mid-West
Band Clinic, Chicago, where his composition, "Holiday In Spain," was to
receive its national premier performance.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Hugh L. Houston had been
elected president of Kentucky
Chapter of American College of
Chest Physicians.
The Greater Ministrels Show, produced by Murray Lions Club, played
to a capacity house Dec. 18 in
auditorium of Murray High School,
according to Rue Overby, president.
Forty years ago
Honorary degrees were conferred
on Dr. James H. Richmond, Prof. A.
Carman and Mayor George Hart by
Murray Training School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America at annual father-son banquet Dec. 11. J. H.
Theobald, chapter president, was
toastmaster. Joe T. Lovett, executive
manager, Mid-South Chain Stores,
was speaker.
Bill Sledd, Patricia Ann Broach,
Patsy Rowland, Tommy Doran, Neal
Weaver, Donald McWilliams,
Douglas Wearren, Modine Elkins,
William Thomas Jeffrey, Mary
Helen Carson, Barbara Jean Maddox
and Mary Ann Williams, first grade
students, Murray City School, had
letters to Santa Claus published.
During past 12 months, Dec. 1, 1940
through Nov. 30, 1941, Calloway
County farmers had used 16,377 tons
of agricultural limestone.
Fifty years ago
The Calloway County budget had
been cut more than $5,000 for 1932 by
Fiscal Court. County home
demonstration work was to be abandoned by first of year, county farm
agent by June 1, 1932, and county
health unit by fall of 1932.
Murray State College was
•.• rep-"ad
Marion Burks in a debate =.7.1ilica
team from Oxford, England, before
an audience of 1,500 in auditorium,
MSC. The Murray team won by a
vote of 329 to 201.
Murray Boy Scout Council was
reorganized at Bank of Murray by a
committee composed of Murray
Mayor Edd Filbeck, the Rev. E. B.
Motley, Harry I. Sledd and George S.
Hart.

has complained that the Fed has
been undershooting its monetary
growth targets and thereby contributing to eeonomic misery. For
the first time, his perception is filtering through at the White House as
well.
Although Volcker still gets high
marks at Stockman's Office of
Management and Budget (owl),
others in the administration have
soured on the "entente cordiale."
They believe that the Fed's
bureaucracy still runs the show in
trying to fine-tune the economy.
What's more, they have come to appreciate that Volcker, though a conservative banker, is a Democrat with
no particular stake in Reagan's
political fortunes. Like his friends in
the financial community, Volcker
seems insensitive to the political,
social and economic cost of wringing
inflation out of the economy.
"I would say that Paul Volcker is
on a different timetable," one administration official told us. While
Reaganites hope for a recovery rapid
and robust enough to affect the 1982
election, the central banker could not
care less. In private talks with
Reagan insiders, Volcker is concerned far less with recession than rising
budget deficits. From this emerges
justifiable fear of the Fed choking off

Today in history.
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economic recovery before it can be
fairly started.
Nevertheless, sanctification of the
Federal Reserve Board during the
imperial chairmanship of Dr. Arthur
Burns leaves the president's men
hesitant. Mistakenly accepting the
Burns credo that the Board is closer
in sovereign attributes to the
Supreme Court than to the Consumer
Product Safety Commission, they
fear a presidential confrontation with
Volcker.
Before any one-hour session to cure
monetary policy, therefore, the
president probably will decide on his
first Fed appointment. The conventional wisdom is that he will pick
some respectable Republican banker
from the West, a novice in monetary
policy who would be welcomed by
Chairman Volcker and the Fed
bureaucracy eager to instruct and
lead him.
But a different model vice chairman is talked about at the Treasury
and White House: a banker or
businessman, expert in monetary
theory, ready to step in as Reagan's
man at the Fed. That would be a
message from the president that he
intends to guide his central bank, a
signal scarcely less dramatic than an
hour with Chairman Volcker.

Rag

Today is Saturday, Dec. 19, the
353rd day of 1981. There are 12 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. 19, 1946, war broke out in
Indochina as troops under Ho Chi
Minh launched widespread attacks
against the French.
In 1941, Adolf Hitler dismissed his
chief of staff and took personal command of German army.
In 1972, the Apollo 17 spacecraft
splashed down on target in the
Pacific Ocean,ending the U.S. Apollo
program of landing men on the moon.
And in 1977, the Palestine Liberation Organization rejected the latest
Israeli proposals for Middle East
peace.
Ten years ago: U.S. officials said
the devaluation of the dollar against.
major world currencies would mean
at least 500,000 new jobs for
Americans.
Five years ago: The largest
merger to date in American business
history took place when General
Electric and Utah International
became one.
One year ago: Iranian officials
negotiating the release of 52
American hostages demanded that
the billions of dollars in Iranian
assets frozen by the U.S. government
be deposited in an Algerian bank.
Today's birthdays: Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev is 75. Actress
Cicely Tyson is 42.
Thought for today. Eating words
has never given me indigestion. --Sir Winston Churchill, British
statesman (1874-19651

Elderly targets for con men
The perpetrators of consumer
fraud frequently choose to swindle
trusting and often home-bound and
defenseless senior citizens, says Attorney General Steven L. Beshear.
Due to decreased mobility, health
problems or transportation difficulties, the elderly are often sitting
targets for the fraudulent practices
of unscrupulous con men.. Loneliness
also makes the senior citizen open to
the seemingly sympathetic sales
pitch of the telephone or door-to-aoor
solicitor, Beshear says.
Beshear is aware of these problems and wants older Kentuckians
to be aware of the various schemes
used by con artists.
"Many different schemes are
directed at senior citizens. Deceptive
door-to-door salesmen exploit the
elderly by pressuring them into paying for unneeded repair work or unmerchandiseoSome
sales
pitches as scu ta
whIle-others'.
prey on peoPte's sympathies," says
Beshear.
Many people grieving over the
death of a loved one have been talked
into purchasing expensive mementoes such as photographs or bibles
which are of poor quality or never
delivered.
The desire for extra income has
LdUCU some to sign up for fraudulent

work-at-home schemes and investment programs, Beshear says. One
of the oldest traps aimed at widows
and widowers is pressure to pay
large sums of money in dancing or
some other activity as a means of
meeting others and relieving
loneliness.
The bank examiner scheme is
another fraud often directed toward
senior citizens. Here, a phony bank
examiner contacts a person and asks
for help in catching a dishonest bank
employee. He asks the person to
withdraw a specified amount of cash
from a bank account and turn it over
to him so he may check the serial
numbers. After turning over the
money to the so-called examiner, the
person never hears from him again,
Beshear explains
Everyone is outraged by those who
cheat the elderly, but this does not,
stop_ ,!findlers. Like a;L consumer!'
the elderly . -ne.ett eo". ftloijirotect
themselves, the attorney general says. Never invest money or sign a
contract without checking the
reputation of the company and asking for advice from family or friends,
he adds.
"My office has developed a program designed specifically for stopping consumer fraud against the
elderly," Beshear says

For more information about such
schemes and this program, write to
the Attorney General, Division of
Consumer Protection, Frankfort, K y .
40601, or call the toll-free Consumer
Hotline: 1-800-432-9257.
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by Rainey Apperson
Have you ever wondered what
makes a toy a classic — a
plaything that never goes out of
style or favor?
With Christmas just ahead, a
few toy experts have considered
the most-loved and sought-after
Yule toys. They looked for a toy
with long-lasting appeal, a tradition of association with children,
and it had to be durable, wellmade and consistently interesting.
With these thoughts in mind, the
experts picked today's ten mostloved Christmas toys:
1. Monopoly is the biggest board
,game ever — 80 million sets sold
since 1935. It was devised during
the Depression by an unemployed
engineer Who named the properties for streets in Atlantic City, N.
J.

Mr. and Mrs. Lowell E.
Walker, Rt. 1, Dexter,
will celebrate their 45th
wedding anniversary
with a reception Sunday,
Dec. 27, in the fellowship
By Abigail Van Buren
hall of First Baptist
Church.
The event, hosted by
their children, will be between 2 and 4 p.m.
All friends and DEAR ABBY: One of the toughest tasks a church faces is
relatives are invited to at- choosing a good minister. A member of an official board
tend. Only out-of- town in- undergoing this painful process finally lost patience. He'd
watched the Pastoral Relations Committee reject applicant
vitations will be sent.
after applicant for some fault, alleged or otherwise. It was
The couple was mar- time for a bit of soul-searching on the
part of the committee.
ried Dec. 26, 1936, at So he stood up and read a letter purporting to be from
Shiloh. She is the another applicant.
daughter of the late "Gentlemen: Understanding your pulpit is vacant, I
Robert D. (Bob) Lovett should like to apply for the position. I have many qualifications . I've been a preacher with much success and also
and Mabel Kirkland some
success as a writer. Some say I'm a good organizer.
Lovett. He is the son of I've been a leader most places
I've been.
the late John B. Walker "I'm over 50 years of age. I have never preached in one
and Eliza Smith Walker. place for more than three years. In some places I have left
They are the parents of town after my work has caused riots and disturbances. I
two daughters, Sue Rose must admit I have been in jail three or four times, but not
because of any real wrongdoing. My health is not too good,
and Judy Mathis, and though
I still get a great deal done. The churches I have
four sons, Gerald, Joe, preached in have been
small,though located in several large
Ronnie and Billy Walker. cities. I've not got along well with religious leaders in towns
They have 10 grand- where I have preached. In fact, some have threatened me
childre and one great and even attacked me physically. I am not too good at
keeping records. I have been known to forget whom I have
grandchild.

Even an Apostle
Isn't a Saint

2. Building blocks. Even Frank
Lloyd Wright had to start
somewhere!
3. Teddy bear. This little darling
was named for President
Theodore Roosevelt where TR
refused to shoot a trapped bear
during a hunting trip.
4. Model railroads.
5. Artist's easel and paints.
6. Barbie dolls have been loved
by little girls since their 1958
debut.
7. The rocking horse.
8. Toy trucks.
9. Raggedy Ann. She was
created in 1914 by an Indianapolis
cartoonist, who penned drawings
and stories for his ailing daughter.
10. Roller skates. This is a
children's toy that has nearly
become an adult lifestyle. Whee!

Ur. mid $11-s. Loincll E. LI (siker
I married 45 .vettrs
win I '

baptized.
"However, if you can use me, I shall do my best for you."
The board member looked over the committee."Well, what
do you think? Shall we call him?"
The good church folks were aghast. Call an unhealthy,
trouble-making, absent-minded ex-jailbird? Was the board
member crazy? Who signed that application? Who had such
colossal nerve?
The board member eyed them all keenly before he
answered. "It's signed, 'The Apostle Paul.'"
AUTHOR UNKNOWN
- (Submitted by the Rev. C.W. Kirkpatrick,
Union Church of Christ, Ludlow, Mass.)

Buffet Dinner Recipe Offered
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food
Editor
BUFFET SUPPER
Corned Beef Potato Salad
Corn Relish Rye Bread
Brownies Beverage
CORN RELISH
Easy to make and
seasonal.
cup sugar
2 tablespoons flour
/
1
4 teaspoon salt

14 teaspoon

turmeric
vx teaspoon dry mustard
1 cup cider vinegar
1 teaspoon celery seed
16-ounce can whole
kernel
corn, drained
4-ounce onion, chopped
medium fine
10-ounce wedge green
cabbage, finely shredded
(2 cups packed down)
1 large (6 ounces) green

pepper, chopped
medium
fine
1 large(6 ounces) red
pepper, chopped
medium
fine
In a 3-quart saucepan
stir together the sugar,
flour, salt, turmeric and
mustard; gradually stir.
in the vinegar, keeping
smooth. Add the celery
seed, corn, onion, cabbage, green and red pepper. Cook over moderate
heat, stirring constantly,
until cabbage wilts and
sauce thickens and boils;
let bubble gently about 5
minutes. Makes about 442
cups. Store in the
refrigerator.

-DEAR ABBY: My daughter is 25 and a college graduate.
For the last three years she has been living with a man I'll
call Bill, and now they are getting married. She has asked
me to attend her wedding and give her away. Abby, I never
approved of her living with Bill, and as far as I'm
concerned, nobody has to "give her away" — she did that
herself three years ago.
I have been a widower for five years, and my family
thinks I should go along with my daughter's wishes, but I'm
FIRST GRADE at Robertson School invited their families to share Thanksgiv- afraid if I do, it will look like I approved of her former
ing lunch with them Nov. 25. About 100 family members attended. Visiting at one lifestyle and have forgiven her for it.
I need help in deciding what to do.
of tables are, from left, Glinda Jeffrey, food service director, Vanessa SamOLD-FASHIONED FATHER
mons, Susan Sammons, Mary Ryan, principal, Brad McClain and Donnie
Holland.
DEAR FATHER: I think you will have fewer
Photo by Mary Gail Johnson regrets if you were to go along with your daughter's
wishes. I vote go and perform your fatherly duty.

Community Events Your Individual
Horoscope

7:05,9:25 2:00 Sat.,Sun.
7:0578:55 2:00 Sat., Sun.
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DEAR ABBY: I am an amateur female musician. I was
offered a chance to play for money, so I made up a fake
name on the spur of the moment. Ever since that time,
whenever I play professionally I use that name. If I'm paid
with a check, I endorse the check with that name.
Now I'm worried. Have I done anything illegal? Did I
need to get special permission to use this fake name? I report
all the money I make for tax purposes, so I am not cheating
in any way.
tars say, read the forecast SCORPIO
I'm losing sleep over this, Abby. Hurry your answer.
Alcoholics Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Cleburne
tven for your birth Sign.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
WORRIED IN N.J.
and Alanon will meet at 8 Adams, 201 North 10th
Soul-searching leads to
p.m. in western portion of Street, will have a recep- kRlFS
beneficial insights. You may DEAR WORRIED: As long as you did not use the
Livestock and Exposition tion in celebration of 50th Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) grd"t find something special in an fake name in order to
deceive or defraud, you will
Center.
wedding anniversary A changed perspective br- out-of-the-way store. Share have no probleirn.
ngs
happiness in love. Follow your thoughts.
for
Grace Baptist Church from 1 to 3 p.m.p.m
)close tie's lead in doing SAGITTARIUS
relatives and 3 to 5
will have a churchwide
new together. (Nov.22 to Dec.21) .
fellowship dinner at 6:30 for friends. The couple re- ;°rnething
dake
plans
for
the future.
Exciting times are iri store Getting married? Whethe you want a formal
p.m. in Community quests that guests not br- CAURUS
4€1
you socially. Keep new church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
for
7.
,
‘
.
,
1
Room, North Branch of ing gifts.
( Apr. 20 to May 20 1
financial ideas under wraps. ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
Be frank with a loved one Late evening accents private long, self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope to:
Monday,Dec. 21
Peoples Bank.
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
y 'll clear up study.
Christmas party forandou
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
Shower for Mr. and residents of Fern Terrace numinderstandings. Despite a CAPRICORN
Mrs. B. C. Edwards who Lodge will be at 7 n.m. hectic pace, you'll get rid of a (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V

7:00, 9:15 2:00 Sat.Sun.

e

' backlog of work.
Enjoy a stimulating exlost their home and con- Friends are invited.
GEMINI
n -4; change of ideas with a friend.
tents by fire will be from
Work from behind the scenes
Penny Homemakers(May 21 to June 20)
6 to 8 p.m. at Dexter ComClub will meet at 11 a.m, New . wOlit opporttunties_.brings special career
munity Center:—
come now. Relations with
dividends. Aimfor the tOp!
in home of Violet Johnson old tie improve. Pretend an AQUARIUS
it's
Winter Horse Show by for a potluck luncheon
"AZ
your first date and you'll have (Jan
20 to Feb. 18)
meeting with
An.unexpected
New Providence Riding and gift exchange.
an exhilarating time!
Club will start at 4:30
---CANCER
a friend is exciting. Travel
Recovery, Inc., will(June 21 to July 22) GO and cultural events are acp.m. at Livestock and Exmeet at 7:30 p.m. at You'll
position Center.
reach
an cented. You'll receive
Health Center, North understanding with a child. valuable advice now.
Sunday,Dec. 20
OlivePut new domestic plans into PISCES
A reception in celebra- Seventh and
motion. Your innovative (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Streets.
tion of 50th wedding anniethods will bring work pro- You can obtain financial
niversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Murray Lodge No. 105 gress.
backing for important proJohn M. McCuiston will Free and AcceptedLE0
.n.ig jects. Couples should Plan
be from 2 to 5 p.m. at Masons will meet at 7:30(July 23 to Aug. 22) vgif
together for their overall
Hazel Baptist Church.
Sports and recreation are security. Get expert advice.
p.m. at lodge hall.
Altwilve.
"
*14,
e01.0.41., empasized, though possibly
I you'll choose to express
YOU BORN TODAY are afyourself creatively. Short fectionate and cooperative.

Olympic Plaza—Murray,Ky.
753-3174
*Pipes
*Pipe Hacks
*Lighters
*Blended Tobacco'
*Tobacco Pouches
*Gift Items
*Imported Cigars
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FAMOUS LOVE STORY!
Walt Disney's
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Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit,
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips aboilt good placesi
to shop. Useful gifts and Itwite"vasvou can redeem for'
rrrae gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's what
my visit Is all abottt — and It's free
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people tor
Over SO years. Just call me.
katers Oeflawi 753-3079

T

Mattes:es

togsbery Egg (Asst.)492-1341
Rory Ilasates(Asst) 7534570

4

sticky game. However, if
one is content with rout.ine
play, all he'll reach is some
scratchy thorns.
Declarer ducks the first
spade, wins the second and

diamond. Declarer's ace
wins another low club lead
•
finishes
the job. West can
-

win his club ace and dia-

mond king but declarer has
his nine tricks for game and

leads a club to dummy. With rubber.
—
Why flirt with danger in a
six
tricks outside the club
suit, it is vital to develop try for four clubs tricks
three quick club winners
before West can establish
and run his spades

NORTH
•7 5 3
•K Q 7 3
II Q 6 2
4Q 9 5

ace provides the entry and
the game goes one down.
The game makes if South
adopts an offbeat avoidance

Vulnerable: North-South.
Dealer: West. The bidding:
West
14
Pass
Pass

North
Pass
211
3 NT

East
Pass
Pass
All
pass

South
Dbl
2 NT

Opening lead Spade queen
when all one needs is three'

Bid with Coro
South holds

With A Ace Hardware
Sticker Is

12-19-B

4753
IPKQ7Y
*Q6 2
1Q 9 5

25% Off

North
4.
14
2 NT

Now Un*Christuses—

201 f. Mao 133-3341

12-19-A

EAST
opening bidder for the ace WEST
48 6
and another club, the first •Q J 1092
V 10 9 8 4 2
VJ5
club goes to dummy's queen *
•J 9 13 5
K 10 3
and the second club is.
AJ3
410 6
ducked to West's jack.
SOUTH
Spades are now cleared and
•A K 4
West is in control. The club
V A6

Ace Hardware Dept.

Murray Supply
Co.

A G. CORN, JR.

—Who rezches with.a_p_lay,.._When the.. first low
clumsy hand for a rose must club is led to dummy,
not complain if the thorns declarer should insert the
toi bee. nine, losing the trick to
scratch .s sweetHeinrichseHen
East. East has no spade to
There's —a
had in the play of today's lead and exits with a low

Practical
Gift Suggestions
- Any Item In The -

,

But none ot it was true

.,

Though you are securityminded, your best success
comes when you take risks
and vary your routine. You're
quietly persistent and can't be
forced to do things against
your will. You can succeed in
law, religion, politics and
Follow that impulse to do humanitarian endeavors. Acsomething new! Financial ting and brokerage may also
negotiations meet with suc- appeal to you.

•

And everything they saia was arcurate
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THE ACEStIR

If declarer makes a rouYou work well in partnership
tine
play and plays the
and have diplomatic ability.

ar
nerfun
It's a good time to buy ap‘, pliances for the home. You
_ may receive financial
'assistance from the family.
Act on your creative ideas.
's LIBRA

14':
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Hr: Illan.-Sat.9:004:00 Sundays 1:00-5:00

Suoinse you picket? no Mis mornings
newspaper ant, your tile was a
Ironl nice heanline
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A reception in celebration of 25th wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Haley, Rt. 1,
FOR SUNDAY,DECEMBER 20,1981 tr
Alm°, will be from 2 to 4 What kind
of day will tomor- cess. Your personality
p.m. at their home.
7ow be? To find out what the Presses others.

iit i iitoite

7:05,9:00 2:00Sat.,Sun.

IN AMERICA
CAN A MAN
BE GUILTY
UNTIL PROVEN
INNOCENT?

Saturday,Dec. 19
Suburban
Homemakers Club will
have a Christmas potluck
dinner with husbands as
guests in home of Wilma
Wilson, Miller Avenue.

tr

South
IV
1 NT

ANSWER: Three no trump
May not make but there
should be a good enough
play to justify the game

Bel Air Ctr.
Murray, Ky.

Send body queltionil to Ile Ares
I'll Hos 12363 Dallas Tawas 75225
with self addressed stamped envelope
for reply

BEST
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The Saving Place s"

Closed Christmas Day

LAST-MINUTE GIFT IDEAS
Our Reg. 5.96

Misses', Full
Figure Gowns
For Christmas
Dreamy long
gowns of softly
flowing nylon,
accented -With
embroidery, race
or ribbon bows.
Pastels, more. Misses, full figure 4248.

Our Reg. 36.88 Eac
97' Milk or Dark Chocolate

97`To 6.66

Our Reg. 9.97

..97

Decorative Wall Clocks At A Very Timely
Price
Great decorating idea that is charming as well
as functional. 16x20-inch pictures in a nice
selection of subjects, combined with on accurate quartz, battery*-movement clock Ideal
for gift giving. Save.

Your Choice Of 8 Oz. Chocolate Covered
Cherries or Whitmansi Sampler
2 Lb Box Chocolates

Calculator

Pocket-size

Features memory. percent key and squore
root function Compact easy to handle

'Borten, not ,nc luded

Our 597

-97
Our 6

3.88

4.97

Pool Cue Case
Cushioned Vin y l

5 Days

Our Reg.9.97, Full Size*, 8.96
Our Reg. 12.57, Queen Size*, 10.96

Polyester/Cotton
Cover
Our 1597

Our Reg 8.57

Convertible Slumber Bag
Cotton prints, polyester fill
Doubles as comforter.

Twin
Size'
"flannelette" Sheets
Cozy polyester cot-ion in
solid colors or print Save

Our Reg. 8.97
Fun Lounger Pillows
With cartoon prints kids will
love. Acrylic fill, 22x30"

_ .........
-7
.

I

Our
56
BB Gun Target
Seven tar•ets

4.47

to or ?Mod

'•-V oussoof nos sousmoss

10" Non-stick Fry Pon
interic,r
Silverstone
polished alum exterior
Porw WeeTM

31-09

Kmore Sale
Price

First Set of Prints
At Regular Price

Reinforced
To*

(Including film
rOrrvOlOpeng)

Our Reg. 2.38

Our Reg. 8.97
Easydrivert
Ratchet
Tool

Per Roll
Focal." ASA 100 Color Print Film
Brilliant, lifelike color in a 20-exposure
roll of 110, 126 or 135 Shop at Kmart

Pr.
Control Top Panty Hos*
Nylon. Lycra 4 spandex
panty has cotton panel.

K mart AM
Pocket Radio
Direct tuning
2va" speak
er. strap DC*

- -- -Not sold where
prohibited by lire

"TWO EACH"
ocallKodacolorir
DEVELOP and PRINT
SPECIAL!
P,M,MT,T

F82
GE • Iron

FilpRash II
2-Pak Focal' FlipFlash
16 guaranteed flashes'

2-In-1 Screwdriver
Regular or Phillips' tips
v." Electric Utility Drill, 4.97

'Du Pons dog. Tie

On Salo Thru Jan. 14

7-DAY TIRE SALE

With Exchange
Our Reg. 68.88

49.88
Easy Installation
12-volt

Werth Ire*
1.••••••11
40M

Oh

Save $6

Woe•••••,

Maintenance-free
60-month Battery
Top side terminal
styles Many cars.
light trucks Save

Our Reg. 19.88

5.88 Ea -Carryout

Whitewalls
KM78 4-ply Polyester Cord Design
Tread
With "78" Series
Our Reg. 10.88

Sale Price
Thru Sat
SE RVICES INClUDE
Oil change(up to 5 qts,
,K rood" IOWA* motor
oil)
2 lotto/11K mon'bfancl
oil after
3 Cnossrs lubnconon 011
*vs extroS

1

Larger Sizes Comparably Priced
Warding Included•No Trode-In Required
All Tires Plus F.E.T. Each

VAILABLE

lobo, ex...40.1
ADOPore.imer.ces

11.8

Push-button Stereo
AM/FM/cassette
514", 6x9" Coax
ws,PT., 27.86
Our Reg 6 96

4.97
Plug Cleaner
Cleaner connects
to 12-V Pottery
GO Doug*

Sports
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Tigers Skin Undefeated Trigg
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Trigg County entered
Friday's game at Murray
High boasting a perfect,
4-0, searn mark. It went
home with its first
blemish.
"We were averaging
about 80 points a game,"
said Trigg County coach 17 from the field — and
Ray Maggard, "Our that gave us a pretty good
guards were averaging lead," Miller said.
19-20 points each. But
The Tigers' "pretty
tonight they all went cold. good lead" stretched
We shot lousy and when from 24-10 at the end of
you're a small team like the first period to as
us you don't get many se- much as 23 points
(68-43)
cond shots."
in the third period.
Without the second
Trigg County, playing
shots, gobbled up mostly catch-up ball the entire
by the Tigers' stout zone game, never led after the
play, Trigg County fell 6:20 mark in the first
for the first time,86-77.
period.
Cary Miller, Tiger
At that point the
sideline director, an- Wildcats possessed a
ticipated the lightning- slim, 6-4, advantage. But
like press and breakaway Tiger forward Ronnie
running game the Trigg Pace popped a six-footer
Countians tried to install. and Jim West, MHS' 6However, he had similar foot-6 center, hit two conideas of his own.
secutive inside shots,
"We knew they were blocked a TCHS shot and
extra quick, but we also put up a 10-footer from
thought we could run as the right side of the lane
well as they could. We to push the hometowners
shot extremely well, ahead, 12-6, in less than
especially in the first two minutes.
quarter — we were 12 of
For the , game, West

connected. for 22 total
points, 13 in the first half,
and 13 total rebounds.
Top scoring honors were
reserved, though, for his
teammate Ted Duffy who
riddled the Wildcat press
with 15-20 footers and
runaway layups to accumulate 26 points on 11
field goals and four-offive from the foul line.
Duffy's seven assists
and five rebounds were
indicative of the rounded
play by all of the Tiger
participants.
"This was the first
game we finally looked
like we were getting used
to playing with each
other. We had 10 assists
in the first half and our
passing looked more
crisp, sharper than it's
been before," Miller
pointed out.
Trigg County, suffering
from the chilly goal syndrome, saw two of their
top four scorers fall
below their averages.
Leading pointman
Phillip Gray (21.5
average) collected 13
points the first half, yet
was hindered with fouls
and only notched. four

more points the second
half.
Guard Tim Humphries,
a 19-point per game man,
was limited to only eight
points. Forward Spencer
Acree led the loservith
22 points, bettering his
17.8 average, while Tony
Redd (12.7 average)
managed 13 for the night.
Trigg County's starting
lineup gave up 10 total inches in height to the host
Tiger starting five.
Murray High will ride
its five-game win streak
(5-2 overall) into the
Christmas holidays with
the Tigers dormant until
the Jan. 5 road trip to
Wingo.
The Wildcats participate
in the Todd Central
Classic, Dec. 28, before
breaking for the holidays.
In Friday's junior varsity matchup the
Wildcats, led by Elliot
Vinson's 12 points, upset
their hosts,50-43.
Jon Billington (11) and
center Trevor Mathis
(10) paced the losers
while Bobby King (10)
and C.Turnley and Phillip
Torain assisted the winners,with eight each.

Murray High trailed at
halftime, 26-25 and 42-33
at the end of the third
period.
MURRAY HIGH IN
West 94 4 22 Alexander 5 0-0 10. Pace

5 1.411; McMillen 4 790, McCuoston
2-22; Duffy 11 4-5 20
TRIGG COUNTY (771
Hismphnes 3 2-2 8, Gray II 1-3 17,
Redd 5 3413. Harris 42-2 10, Acree 11 05 22, Lowe 1 0-1 2; King 0 2-22: Turnley 0
1-21, Vinson 02-22.
Halftime - MHS 44, TCHS 27

Kentucky Leads SEC Teams
In Tournament Victories
By The Associated Press footer at the buzzer
gave
Led by second-ranked Tennessee a 59-58
victory
Kentucky, the three over American
UniversiSoutheastern Conference ty in the Volunt
eer
basketball teams hosting Classic in Knoxville.
tournaments rolled into
Kentucky plays Seton
tonight's championship Hall, which beat
Utah
games.
State 85-77; Georgia
,The only SEC loser was plays 16th -rank
ed
Mississippi State, which Alabama-Birm
ingham,
fell to host Houston 96-49 which beat
South
in the Kettle Classic Fri- Mississippi 71-56; ern
and
Hackett rebounded
day night and plays Tennessee meets
Califorter
halftime and led all
Clemson in the consola- nia, 77-75 winner
over scrers with 26 points.
tion game tonight.
Wyoming.
Dan
iighlin added
Seven Wildcats scored
Led by Derrick Hord, 20.
in double figures as Ken- who scored 17
points,
Georgia Coach Hugh
tucky beat Jacksonville Kentucky ran to
a 50-37 Durham called the
107-91 in the University of halftime lead and
coasted Bulldogs' victory "our
Kentucky Invitational home.
best total game."
tournament in LexThe Wildcats used a
Northeastern had
ington; Dominique shifting zone defens
e that chewed up an 11-point
Wilkins scored 23 points forced the Dolphi
ns to Georgia lead early in the
to lead Georgia past Nor- take long shots
instead of second half, to close
.
,
atheastern 79-66 in the Cot- passing the ball
inside to within four.
'ton States Insurance center Mike
Hackett, the
"We called a time out,
Classic in Atlanta and Sunbelt Confer
ence's and that slowed their
guard Gary Carter's 30- leading scorer.
isom••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••eisey momentum," Durham
said. "After that we
•
played much better
•
For all your Travel Reservations Call
•
defense and got a couple
•
of big buckets that helped
•
us get a little bigger
•
lead." Georgia pulled out
•
•
to a 67-52 lead and Nor•
theast
ern never got
•
closer than 11.
•
Perry Moss scored 21
•
representing
•
points and Mark halsel 18
• American and International Traveltime
•
for Northeastern.
•
Before Cater's basket
•
v••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• gave Tennessee its vie-

Marjorie and Bill Major
•
753-0880

RADIO SHACK TRS-800

MAKE CHRISTMAS EVEN MORE
COLORFUL WITH A TRS-80
A TRS-80 Color Computer is the perfect gift
for the whole family!
Play exciting games,
track finances, write
your own programs,
and that's just for
starters!

TRS-80 4K
Color Computer

• Attaches to Any
TV (not incl.)
• Uses Handy
Instant-Load
Program Paks
• Enjoy Fast-Action
Games
•
• Eight Vivid Colors
Pius Exciting Sound
Effects
• 4K Memory
Fqlly F4toaindable
.
4
•

tory, both the Vols and
American University had
gone scoreless in the final
2:30 of the game.
Junior- forward Dale
Ellis of Tennessee led all
scorers with 25 points
while Carter added 22.
Mark Nickens and Ed
Sloane eached scored 17
for American.
Tennessee, which led
32-28 at halftime, traded
baskets with the Eagles
through a second half
which saw t e score tied
four times, th"a&st at 3:02
when Ellis sco
from
the baselinelo tie it at 57.
American's Gordon
Austin hit one of two free
throws with 2:30 left to
break the tie, setting up
Carter's game-winning
shot.
Bob Williams scored 23
points and 7-f()vier
Akeem Olajuwon slammed home three late dunks
to power the Cougars
pass Mississippi State.
Williams put his team up
13-12 with 8:07 to go in the
first half and Mississippi
State never caught up.
The Cougars had blown
to a 70-33 lead with 7:18 to
play when Coach Guy
Lewis put in all the
reserves, including Olajawon, a freshman from
Nigeria.
Bulldogs Coach Bob
Boyd was ejected late in
the game after being hit
with three technical
fOuls.

'CAT SKINNERS —
(Above) Murray High
center Jim West (41) and
(left) guard Ted Duffy
(23) combined for 48 of
the Tigers' 86 points in
Friday's win over
previously undefeated
Trigg County.
—Photos by Jim Rector

•

Early Competition To Aid MSU -Smith
School ori the court has
concluded for the Murray
State women's basketball
team arid co,,ch Jean
Smith feels her team will
profit from its early
season education against
a variety of talented opponents.

the al."
very strong teani."
Sophomore guard Mina
T e Lady Racers have
Murray State's losses Todlie has played imwo just once in five have all been close. The pressively in
early o ings, an 82-75 final ad- Lady Racers lost to season games, averag
ing
vantage over Kentucky Southern Illinois by six, 17.4 points and
leadirig
Wesleyan. Three of the Mississippi State by 13 the team with 14
assists.
teams which have and Louisville by eight Junior center
Diem.
defeated the Lady Racers points.
Oakley has bounced back
- Southern Illinois,
from a slow
Murray State leads the ranks second start and
Mississippi State and
in scoring
"We've played ex- Louisvi
lle - have a com- conference in team free with a 9.4 average
tremely good competiand
throw percentage as the leads the
bined 12-4 record.
team in rebountion," said Smith. "I
Lady Racers have con- ding
with a 8.6 mark.
strongly believe our
--Playing good teams nected on an impressive
Murray State's next
early-season schedule is has revealed our 81.8 percent
of their tries. outing comes Jan.
2 in
as competitive as strengths and Field goal
shooting, conference competition
anyone's. We still have a weaknesses and now we however, has
been a pro- at Western Kentu
good shot at a winning have some time to zero in blem as the
cky
Lady Racers with tip-offset for 7
p.m.
season and playing good on our problem areas," have been
accurate with
"Anything can happen
teams early should be a said Smith. "I think we only 40.7
percent of their once conference
play
plus in helping achieve have the poteritial to be a attempts.
begins," aded•Smith.

Sincere thanks
to you,our loyal
friends and patrons,
for your kindness and
support throughout
the year.
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SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
• OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

V p
—Vie has shown
us the way of true
contentment Sand
peace!

Radio ilhaek
A oivisiON Of TANDY CORPORATION

pm(

MAv VARY AT INDIVIIHJA1 STORES ANC Of All nS

Joyous Noel!

PURDOM

018S1101111 PONFIAC,C1011.1.AC
1406 Main 753 5315

Richard
Orr Dist.
Pogue Aro.

753-1652

rtrom our house
to y-ours, we wish you .
joyous Noel!

OVER13.Y
HONDA -

801 S. 4th

753-4092

11,1%
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Clemson
Controls
Bulldog
Destiny
ATHENS, Ga. (AP) —
Buck Belue, Georgia's
two-time All Southeastern Conference
quarterback, says there's
a big difference in the
second-ranked Bulldogs
visit to the Sugar Bowl
this year compared with
last season.
"Last year we had control," Belue said Thursday during a special
Sugar Bowl press day
gathering in Athens.
"Now, we're depending
on someone else," he added.
Belue was alluding to
college football's national
championship — the one
the Bulldogs secured with
a Sugar Bowl conquest
over Notre Dame a year
ago. They hope to achieve
another at the same site
against 10th-ranked Pittsburgh on New Year's
Night.
"We'd definitely like to
be in the driver's seat like
last year, but we aren't,"
Belue said.
Georgia reached the
1981 Sugar Bowl with the
No. 1 ranking and an 11-0'
record and became the
only major college
unbeaten team after
downing the Fighting
Irish.
This year the No. 1 spot
entering the bowls
belongs to Clemson, the
only team to beat Georgia
in its last 24 games. Clemson, taking advantage of
nine turnovers, beat the
Bulldogs 13-3 at Clemson
Sept. 19.
Clemson ° can wrap up
the 1981 national championship with a victory
over No. 4 Nebraska in
the Orange Bowl on New
Year's Night.
"We've all turned into
Nebraska farir around
here," Belue said. "We
want to see the Big Red
roll."
Belue, a senior, has
steered Georgia to a glittering 27-2 record in
games he's started during his career. He conked
third nationally this
season in passing efficiency, one notch below
Pitt quarterback Dan
Marino.

(The new
Pier 1

collections

Rattan
Trunks
On Sale
$3999

$4999
Bel Air Ctr.
Murray, Ky.

Christmas Tourney Awaits CCHS

Laker Landslide Buries PHS
By MIKE CLAPP
Sports Writer
Calloway County High
School's takers won their
first home game of the
young season in convincing style Friday night by
blasting Palmersville.

I

MOVE OVER — Senior Laker guard Brad Miller (21), seen here
against Marshall County, helped with ballhandling chores against
Palmersville,Friday night.
—Photo by Jim Rector

By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
A 9-7 record isn't exactly earth-shattering, but it
will be good enough to get
either the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers or the Detroit
Lions into the National
Football League playoffs.
The Bucs, who won the
National Conference Central in 1979, journey to
Pontiac, Mich.,Sunday to
take on the Lions, who
are 7-0 at home this year.
The winner walks away
with the division crown
and a spot in the
postseason run to the
Super Bowl, which will be
played at Pontiac's
Silverdome.
The Bucs could have
made the game less
significant by winning
last week, but they blew
their chance to clinch the
title when the San Diego
Chargers edged them 2423 on a field goal in the
final minute. The Lions

bombed Minnesota 45-7 to
set up the showdown.
Elsewhere, the final
weekend of the NFL
season began with Dallas
at the New York Giants
and Buffalo at Miami in
key contests today.
On Sunday, Denver is
at Chicago, Green Bay at
the New York Jets, Cincinnati at Atlanta, San
Francisco at New
Orleans, St. Louis at
Philadelphia, Kansas City at Minnesota and
Washington at Los
Angeles in games with
some playoff importance,
while other contests pit
Pittsburgh at Houston,
Cleveland at Seattle and
New England at
Baltimore. San Diego
hosts the defending Super
Bowl-champion Oakland
Raiders — eliminated
from contention this
season — Monday night.
The only way either the
Lions or Bucs will not win

the NFC Central title is if champion; if the Broncos
they tie and the Packers lose, they must hope
beat the Jets. Then Green'either the Jets or San
Bay would capture the Diego also falls. A New
York' loss would assure
division.
The loser of Tampa the Broncos at least a
Bay-Detroit could still ad- wild-card spot and a San
vance into the playoffs if Diego loss would give
both Green Bay and the Denver the division.
Giants came up losers
Both the Bengals and
this weekend.
The Jets, in search of
their first playoff berth
since 1969 — the year
after they won the Super
Bowl — could lose to the
Packers and still qualify
College
— if San Diego loses to
Oakland Monday night. If
Basketball
New York wins, it will
EAST
host the wild-card playoff
'Ingham oung 39. Princeton 38
game next Sunday.
Fatrleigh flu kirison 42, *tarot 91
Texas 72. Harvard 71.01
The Broncos lead the
SOUTH
NFC West by a game
1.0insiAnd 66, North Park 54
SOUTHWEST
over San Diego and face a
Ark .little Hoek 63, NE Louisiana 62
Bears team which
Ka or 65. M chi urry 65
liointon
Baptist 79, NW Louisiana 62
already has knocked off
FAH WEST
three NFC West clubs -Arizona 82. II Wesleyan 57
Noise St St St Mary s.Ca lif 77
Kansas City, San Diego
resno St 11. N IIiitunsSO
and Oakland. If Denver
Weber St 76,S UtahSt 59
FAIR EAST
wins, it's in as' division
Oregon State 102. Pennsylvania 64

r• 9i...

753 13S1

miner 3 34 Ikaller earth I l 4 ;
Key-464 17 14.4 ell
Tealietts I I 3
4411 Gammon 4 3 3 18 Darnell 3 sa
11- Inarigrwee 3144 Hay i H.
Ststewlan 4 1 25. lunisiti 0 1 31
PALIMILIVILLE 141
Hefner 4141. N 1141bnesbr 7 64 II,
Cantrell I Sit. Parlous 1 3 2 4 Ie. •c
2 Harris 1 3-3 4
Helton, COOS 14 Pas 18

CCMS Girls
Halt Benton
Calloway County Middle_ School's seventh
grade Lady Lakers won
their second straight
game Thursday by
defeating Benton,244
Kelly Burkeen's eight
points led the CCMS girls
with six-point assistance
coming from • Christy
Anderson.

49ers already have clinched their divisions but
have plenty at stake Sunday. Cincinnati is in
Atlanta and a victory by
the Bengals would wrap
up the home-field advantage throughout the
AFC playoffs for the Central Division winners:
The Falcons have an out-

side chance at a wild- .for the best record in the
card spot — but only if the NFC. Since the 49ers beat
second wild-card goes to the Cowboys this season,
an 8-8 team and the right they would get the home
combination of clubs tie edge in all playoff,rounds
if they wound up with the
at 8-8.
same record as Dallas.
San Francisco, which is
The Eagles must win
in New Orleans, entered
this weekend 12-3, Sunday to host the wild
deadlocked with Dallas card playoff contest.

Top 20

Results
Here's how the Top 7 went) teams an
The Associated Press' college basketball poll fared Friday
1 North Carolina 14.0i did not play
2 Kentucky I 5-41t beat JackSonville
107-91
3 Loui4V ale 0$4 did not play
4 Wichita State 5-0 I did not play
5 Virginia 06-0 did nut play
6 Iowa 06-0 i beat Clemson 4048
DePaul $41 did not play
8 Minnesota 04-0 did not play
9 Arkansas 54 did not play
10 San Francisco 4641) beat Hire 6569
11 Missouri S41 dui not play
;2 1 ulsa 5-1 did not play
1,1tana 5-1 did not lay

14 Alabama .S-O l,.1 out play
15
Louisiana
10 did not play
16 Alabama Hirmingham
10 beat
S Mississippi 71.56
17 Ut'LA .3 2; did not pla.
did not pis,
N V illanova
Georgetown, lT.0 16-2 did not
play
70 Oregon Mato r 1.1 t beat Penn Utz
64

Metropolitan Stadium
discourage souvenir
hunters who might wish
to take a piece of the park
home with them.
After 21 years in the
Met, the Vikings are mov •
ing to the Hubert H.HuniFootball
phrey Metrodome next
BLOOMINGTON, year. It has been
Minn. (API --The Min- rumored that fans wcitild
nesota Vikings announc- try to remove vanKnis
ed that the security will parts of the stadiurp
be tripled for the team's following the Vikings
final game at game with Kansas City.'

r•

Practical
t Gift Suggestions
t
Any Item In The
Ace Hardware Dept.
With A Ace Hardware
Sticker Is

ENJOY THIS
MERRY
CHRISTMAS!

25%

Off
Christmas—
Until
Now

Gene & Jo's Flowers7o5 S

Murray Supply
Co.

4th 753 4320

MI.Mei 153-3361
..

Making
a list,
checking
•IL twice Totteekwyn:ou:

ON Er,RTH
thanks to all our good friends.

Murray Surgical
Association Inc.
300 S 8th St

the spirit and loyous tradition of thi i. I•
you and yours Accept our heartfelt than',

May

Holiday light bulbs and wiring before
you put them on the tree
Replace broken bulbs and repair
tried-or exii0L
-4--Y•OtPa.
enjoy a safe and happy Holiday Season.

,
• iQVP.arri laughter...with sincere

ttna

had had tough luck with a
couple of overtime games
here and they wanted to
prove something
tonight."
The Lakers' next action
will be Monday night as
they take on Lyon County
in the first round of the
Caldwell County
Christmas Tournament.
The hosts and Crittendon
County will play in the
other first-round game.
with the winners and
losers playing the next
night.
"There are four good
ballclubs in the tournament," Nute said, "but
we feel we have a real
good shot at winning it. It
will be a good opportunity
for us to carry a long win-

Sports At A Glance

Joyous wishes for a holiday of

oses
Wheel
Alignment

ning streak into the new
year and keep the
momentum going into
district. tournameni
time."
After the Caldwell
County Tournament the
Lakers will be idle until
Jan. 5 when the) host
Farmington.
cols to.

9-7 Record Means Playoff Berth For Bucs, Lions

litir-ANkCaPetgae,a.ie.44.
4.MoliSt4a.,plokicoet04e4%,,

Ught the
way for a
holiday
with love
and
happiness,

In., High School 93-34.
Laker head coach Chic
Nute called it "a real
good team effort. It was
the kind of effort we needed going into the
Caldwell County
Christmas) tournament
next week."
Bryan Tebbetts, a 6-5
junior, came off the
Laker bench to lead the
winners in scoring with 18
points in what Nute called
"probably his best game
of the year."
Dan Key added 17
points for Calloway County, while senior Mike Billingsby led his team with

14 points.
The Lakers were never
challenged as they scored
the first 10 points of the
game on the way to leads
of 25-4 at the end of the
first quarter and 44-18 at
halftime.
What success the
visitors had came in the
second quarter as the
Pirates showed some outside shooting
capabilities, but the
taller, stronger Laker
frontline denied them any
hope of an inside game.
Calloway County, now
3-2, had little difficulty
throughout the game with
reserves playing the entire fourth quarter and
the lead ballooning to 62
points before the final
buzzer.
Nute said he had no
trouble getting his team
ready for the game, even
though the Lakers had
beaten Palmersville 86-50
in Palmersville just a
week earlier.
"That's the thing you
worry about as a coach,"
he said. "But the kids

1-\\A

West Ky. Rural
Electric Coop Corp.

•
Ia

liony *loci 15.1-51112

759 4433

••••••1111,

.ow% •. AlZo
Mc, 111/101411 (6eyw000y 1e •041 P40. 4
••• wood. The PsA .44be closed 14 owl 25 0.4 also 1.4. 1 1

,
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Fins Sh. Feathers
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SIXTEEN,RABBITS were killed Dec. 12 in northern area of Calloway County
by, from left, Wayne, Kivin and Bill Adams, and in front, Danny Williams.
Adams'rabbit dogs were used by the men for the hunt.

by Wade Bourne

All I could see of Rick
Armstrong was the end of
his gun barrel held up
over the brush. "I don't
think this thicket has a
way out," he called. "The
deeper I go, the thicker it
gets!"
I could trace Rick's
progress by the sound of
his thrashing and his talking to the vines. He would
lunge, stop and pant, and
then crash through more
entangling vegetation.
The scene would have
been apropos for a move
on jungle survival.
However, this "jungle"
was located in a dry
slough adjacent to the
Mississippi River, and
Armstrong's intent was
more than mere survival.
It was to put a swamp
rabbit on the run,laying a
hot trail for his ace
beagle, Mick. The big
rabbits were thick here
two years ago, and Armtrong was sure a few
vere still around.
Rick Armstrong is in
charge of boat and motor
maintenance at pne of
Kentucky Lake's major
resort-marina complexes. In the summer he
works 18-hour days so
that others can play. An
ailing outboard during
the annual vacation is no
fun for the resort's
guests, and Armstrong's
business is to keep such
problems at a minimum.
But the long summer
work days have their
Rick Armstrong and friend admire a swamp rabbit they teamed up to take in
rewards, like when
winter rolls around. The west Kentucky's Mississippi River bottoms.
Photo By Wade Bourne
resort is closed, and
many days are open for
such liejsurely pursuits
as. . .siruggling through A Kentucky state trooper,
the • bigger-than-life bun- race, and the cottontail
thickets.
he spends whatever ny, the real trophy af the will circle back sooner."
-You can't mistake a December hours are cottontail
clan. I'd also
The two hunters'secret
swamp rabbit," Chuck available stomping
heard Armstrong's tales spot was within sight of
Riggs told me. He's Rick through bulldozer piles,
of his swamper hotspot boat traffic on the Mighty
Armstrong's hunting bud- honeysuckle stands and
adjacent to the big river. Mississippi. We stopped
dy, and he was alongside weed patches. Both men
I finally coerced him into at the corner of a woods,
me to view Rick's battle dearly love clear morn- taking
me along.
turned Armstrong's three
with the bushes. "If he ings, and the sound of
hounds loose and started
true
"It's
that
a
swamp
jumps a swamper, it'll beagles on the run.
ralibit is twice as big as a pushing into the
sound like a young calf
I'd never seen a swamp
overgrown slough.
running through the rabbit, and that's why we regular cottontail," Rick
over
said
morning
coffee
woods," Riggs continued. were here. I'd heard of
"There's plenty swamp
in a Wickliffe restaurant. rabbit sign," Armstrong
"But that's not the only said, examining an old
difference between the log.
two. A fencerow rabbit
"How can you tell?" I
will lead hounds on a tight asked innocently.
race, a lot of times easing
"By the rabbit 'pills' on
along right in front of the the logs," Armstrong
dogs.
answered. I thought I was
"But when a swamper being suckered in for a
is started, it runs like a big laugh, but sure
streak and gets way out enough, they were there.
in front of the beagles," When a swamper
he continued. "When the answers nature's call, it
dogs turn toward you, I does so on a log. It's a
don't care how far back giveaway sign that's not
they are. You'd better get
ready to shoot fast,
because a swamp rabbit
comes barreling."
Riggs said good
swamper hounds differ
from optimum cottontail
beagles for this very
reason. "You need big,
long-legged dogs *for
swampers," he advised,
"hounds fast enough to
keep the rabbit going on a
FIRST DEER — David Futrell,10,son of Mr.and
wide trail. Little hounds
Mrs. Joe Pat Futrell, shows the buck, weighing
are better for the slower
about 35 pounds, be killed in Youth Hunt in Land
641 North
cottontail, however. The
Between the Lakes.
smaller dogs run a slower

Bird Count Set For Dec. 19
A mid-winter bird
'count will be conducted at
Land Between The Lakes
(LBL)Saturday,Dec. 19.
This will be one of approximately 1,360
Audubon Christmas
counts taken from Hawaii
to Labrador and Alaska
to Venzuela from Dec. 19
to Jan 3.
According CO Dr. Clell
Peterson of the Kentucky
Ornithological Society,
observers at all levels of
experience and expertise
are invited to participate
in the LBL count."We do
need competent
observers," said Dr.

Peterson, -and urge
Observer-participants
them to join us, whether, -must pay a fee of $1.50
they have done so in the which will partially
past or not."
underwrite the expense of
Participants will meet publishing the Christmas
at Center Station at. 6 Count issue of American
a.m. The count day runs Birds,the Audubon Sociefrom 6:30 a.m. to 4:30 ty's professional journal
p.m. Participants may of ornithological field
eat in the field or return studies.
to Center Station at noon
Birders under 17 must
for lunch.
be accompanied by an
Individuals are responadult.
sible for anticipating the
weather and dressing apFor more information
propriately, providing call Dr. Peterson at
'lunches, binoculars, field home,(502)753-3505, or at
guides, and other equip- the Murray State Univerment: Car pooling can be sity English Department
arranged.
Office,(502) 762-2401.

Hunting, Fishing Licenses
Now On Sale In Kentucky
1982 hunting and fishing
licenses are now on sale
at county court clerks' offices and at many sporting goods stores, bait
shops and similar
establishments.
All sport licenses expire at midnight Dec. 31,
so a new license is a timely holiday gift for the
sportsman on your shopping list. But these new
licenses, like almost
everything else you buy
these days, are going to
cost more than they did
last year.
The 1982 resident hunting or resident fishing
license is now priced at
$7.50 each, or $1 more
than previously. A combination hunting and
fishing license is $14, a
deer permit $11.50, a wild
turkey tag $6.50 and a
trout stamp,$3.50.
A non-resident annual
hunting license will cost
$40, but the out-of-state
fisherman can get by
with $16 for his annual
license. A non-resident
three-day small game
hunting license is $14.50,
while short-term non-

resident fishing licenses
cost $6.50 for a 15-day permit and $5 for the right to
fish for three days in Kentucky. Commercial
licenses and permits
have also increased correspondingly.
These increases were
made necessary by inflation, which eats into
governmental budgets
the same way it takes
great bites out of family
financing. License, sales
are the Department of
Fish and Wildlife
Resources' primary
means of support — the
department gets no state
income tax, state sales
tax or other general fund
appropriations.
License revenues are
used for fish and wildlife
law enforcement and for
biological research and
management programs
designed to help us better
understand and manage
Kentucky's wildlife and
fisheries resources.
License sales, (aided
by matching federal
funds from excise taxes
on sporting equipment)
finance the acquisition of

lands for wildlife and for
public hunting, pay for
hatchery and fish stocking programs and support the teaching of conservation education and
hunter safety.
To have a voice in the
spending of their license
money, Kentucky's sportsmen elect nominees
(with the final selection
made by the governor) to
the Fish and Wildlife
Commission, a nineperson sportsman's body
which oversees the operation of the fish and
wildlife department and
which approves all major
policy decisions and
regulations which directly affect hunters and
fishermen.
Even at the new prices,
a hunting or fishing
license is still a bargain.
It not only entitles the
holder to a full year of
outdoor recreation (for
just about the price of attending two movies or
eating one mediumpriced dinner) but it also
helps assure the future of
Kentucky's great outdoor
heritage.
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imitated by the smaller
cottontail.
The first hour produced
no action other than
Rick's bout with the
vines. The sign was plainly visible on almost every
rotting log in the depres.
sion, but the rabbits
seemed to have been in
holes.
Suddenly old Mick
opened with a loud bawl.
"He's got one," Rick said
quickly."He won't lie."
Then there was a blur
of dark brown fur, a
"here he comes" cry
from Trooper Riggs and
an all-too-late effort to
mount shotguns to
shoulders by Rick Armstrong and this writer.
The swamper was off and
running through the
thickets, and we'd have to
rely on the dogs to bring
him around.
The hounds followed
baying, but they lost the
trail. Soon, however,
there was another cold
trail. Then Rick jumped a
rabbit from a logjam!
"Shoot!" he cried, and
Chuck Riggs was only to
happy to. oblige. The
day's first victim tumbled.
This animal was indeed
larger than an ordinary
cottontail. Held by its
hind legs at the waist, its
ears almost touched the
ground. It had webbed
toes to aid in swimming.
Rick said it was excellent
table fare. He and Chuck
field -dressed the
swamper and stuffed it
into his game pouch.
The next two hours saw
several other races and a
lot more excitement as
the rabbits started stirring. When time came to
leave we had two more
bunnies in the bag. Chuck
Riggs said swamp rabbit
hunting is less productive
than cottontail hunting,
owing to the former's
greater speed and
distance covered during a
race.
When we left I
understood the two
hunters' enjoyment of
trying for swamp rabbits.
This is sort of a trophy excursion of the beagle set.
Swamp rabbit numbers
are diminishing over the
years, due mainly to loss
of its brushy river bottom
habitat. But as long as
there's one left, and one
long-legged hound and its
brush-busting master,
the potential for real fun
and excitement exists.

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

shop talk
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Fantastic Sam's To Open Tuesday
Fantastic Sam's, the
original family haircutters, will be open for
business Tuesday, Dec.
22.
The salon will be
located in the Olympic
Plaza Shopping Center.
Owned by Tom and
Yvonne Key of Paducah,
the salon will feature
seven local haircutters
who specialize in various
types of hair care, including shampoo, Ott,
style, permanent, tint,
highlighting and frosting,
for all family members.

The Keys also own Fantastic Sam's in Paducah.
While in the store, the
haircutters will go by
nicknames — Foxy, Yogi
Bear, Snoopy, Rocky,
Happy, Thumper and
Chtispy. They also have
completed a week-long
training session with Bobby Mum, from Fantastic Sam's franchise office in Memphis.
Appointments are not
necessary and customers
will be served by haircutters who are free at the
time. Certain requests for

haircutters will be accepted, Mrs.Key said.
Haircutters will utilize
professional dryers, curling irons and rollers.
Consultations are given
with every cut, Mrs. Key
said. "We are here to
please the people but
we'll also let them know
what we want," she added.
Shampoo, cut and style
is $9 for men, $10 for
women and $5 for
children. During a
special introductory offer, prices will start at $3

for men, $4 for women
and $2 for children and Increase $1 each week until
they reach the regular
prices,the Keys said.
All work is guaranteed,
Mr. Key said.
The Keys also offer a 8for5 card. If customers
get their cards stamped
after five cuts,the sixth is
free.
Children's first professional haircuts are free,
they added. Free gifts
and bubble gum also will
be given to children.
The salon will carry a

complete line of Helene
Curtis MQ products.
Mr. Key is a native of
Calloway County and a
1985 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. He is the son of
Lowell and Jane Key.
Mrs. Key is a native of
Monterrey, Calif.
Shop hours will be from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
through Saturday and until 8 p.m. Tuesday. If the
demand is there, hours
will be extended
everynight, Mrs. Key
said.

Moody Honored At Bell Luncheon
Reuben E. Moody
recently was recognized
at a luncheon in his honor
for 30 years .of service
with South Central Bell.
T.D. Tucker, Paducah
group manager,
presented Moody with a
gold watch engraved with
his service anniversary
date and a jeweled gold
key chain.
Moody began his

telephone career as a
lineman in 1951 in
Paducah. He transferred
to Murray in 1953 as an
installer-repairman. In
1955, Moody was given a
central office repairman's job, also in Murray.
He was promoted to installation and repair
supervisor in 1965 in
Mayfield. The following
year,he assumed the cen-

tral office supervisory
position, where he served
until 1974 before being
transferred to Paducah
as staff supervisor in the
district manager's office.
Moody remained in the
capacity until March 1980
when he returned to Murray as construction
supervisor.
He stated he has enjoyed a varied and interesting telephone

-Reuben Moody

OUTSTANDING CITIZEN — On behalf of Woodmen Lodge 721, James A
Schwartz (right), state manager of the Woodmen of the World, presented the
outstanding citizen award to Bill Teuton,executive vice president of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce. The award recognizes Teuton's efforts
to recruit industry in the county and programs initiated by the chamber.

career and has been involved in the transition
from a manual switchboard to the latest in
modern technology.
Moody and his wife
Audra reside at 1507
Chaucer Dr. Their son
Stephen lives in Columbia, S.C. Their daughters
are Susan Bowerman,
Nashville, and Sandra, a
Murray State University
student. '

‘Ve at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations

Service To Assist Small Businesses
Proprietors of existing
or planned small
businesses now can take
advantage of consulting
services offered by the
newly-established Small
Business Development
Center at Murray State
University.
Murray State has contracted with the University of Kentucky to provide
management and

technical assistance to
existing and prospective
firms in the Purchase,
Pennyrile and Green
River Area Development
Districts.
The program is administered by the university's College of Business
and Public Affairs, according to David L.
Eldredge,dean.
Otis Erwin has been

named director of the
center. He has extensive
experience as a financial
consultant, Eldredge
said.
Eldredge said Jane

Vocational Class
Hears Carrie Beal

Carrie Beale recently
was guest speaker at the
marketing and
distributive education
classes of Murray Area
Vocational School.
Beale discussed the
Sta-Puf fabric softener, fundamentals of all types
Sno-Bol cleaning pro- of displays and their role
ducts and various other in the retail selling innational brand products dustry.
in six midwestern states.
Prior to that position,
Smith worked for Dow
Chemical, California
Jerry- Adams of MurCanners & Growers and
Proctor & Gamble. He at- ray was the winner of a
country ham at the Bel
tended the University
Louisville and the Air Center Drawing
Saturday, Dec. 12.
University of Kentucky.
The drawing was sunSmith and his wife
Lana will be relocating in- sored by merchants
Murray in the near located in the shopping
center.
future.

Faughn Enterprises
Appoints Smith
Larry Smith, Hudson,
Ohio, has been appointed
vice president of sales
and marketing for Don
Faughn Enterprises, Rt.
8, Murray.
The announcement was

Ham Winner
Announced

new

iii

Larry Smith
made at the company's.
annual sales meeting in
November at the
Nashville Hyatt Regency.
Sales representatives of
Hawaiian Tropic from 30
states attended the
meeting.
Smith, formerly a
regional sales manager
with A.E. Staley
Manufacturing Co., will
head up the sales programs and sales force for
the Faughn organization,
the country's largest
distributor Of Hawaiian
Tropic products.
At Staley, Smith was in
charge of Sales and
makreting direction on

collections

Swing
Chairs

Wells, who has a master's
of business administration, will be the program's representative in
Owensboro.
Erwin said the center

An employee of
Bright's, Beale began her
career with the J.J.
Newberry Company in
Southern Indiana. She
also was employed by
Belk's Department Store
of Murray and attended
the Belk Store Services
Display School in
Charlotte, N.C.
The Murray woman
has been active in the
vocational school DECA
Club for 11 years. Her activities include adviser of
the local marketing and
distributive education
program, regional DECA
judge for Murray State
University and a member
of the Murray Business
and Professional
Women's Club.

Coastqcoars't
LastMinute
GiftSale
Atari Video System

will make the expertise of
the entire university
available to the public in
matters dealing with
small businesses.
The center's objective,
he added, is to improve
the profitability pf existing business and to provide opportunities for
new ones.
Erwin's office is
located in Room 253 of the
Business Building. His
telephone number is 7622856.

Fantastic Sam's
Bill Teuton
Reuben Moody
Larry Smith
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Old fashioned value isn't gone forever, we've brought
it back for our opening. These prices go back to the
good old days.

No Appointment Necessary
Shampoo Cut & Style For Men

Only

Shampoo, Cut & Style For Women

Only$4"
Reg PO 00

Shampoo, Cut & Style For Children

$900
Only a- Rp, $500

On Sale

$499
Bel Air Ctr.
Murray, Ky.

ATARI'

Shipment
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"fte

(Children I I yrs of age & under)

$21"
Only
(Includes Cut

Perms(For The Holiday?

St)'le)
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Atari TV Game

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Free Banquet Facilities

Give A Gift
To Enjoy!
10% Off
On The'Perches*
Of Gift Certificates
Available In Any
Amounts
S. 1.2th.

753-0440

Enjoy tile latest in family fun. The Atari video cowpeter system uses many program cartridges such es
space invodors, sports, education, action combat, etc.
227-1104.
TV cartridges for Atari vidno computer 227-1302 Are
2060 from $19.95 to $31.95.
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This is our way of introducing our family to yours.
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the original Family Haircutters

We've got locations coast-to-coast, and one near you!
•

Hrs:9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat. Thyrs.. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Murray
Olympic Plazu
753-0542
Mattis
Drive,
Paducah
2619 H C
Owned & Operated By Tom & Yvonne Key
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New York Daily News Goes On Sales Market
NEW YORK (AP) The Daily News, a tabloid
known for its witty
headlines and lavish pictorial displays, is up for
sale as its parent company seeks new capital to
shore up the nation's
second-largest
newspaper.
The Tribune Co. of
Chicago, which started
the Daily News in 1919
and geared it successfully to a working-class audience, announced Friday that it was trying to
get out from under a
deficit of $11 million for

this year.
"We have been approached on a number of
occasions in the recent
past by people expressing
an interest in the Daily
News. The answer has
always been no," said
Stanton Cook, president
of the Tribune Co. "Today, we are saying that
we would now be receptive to serious offers."
Charles Holcomb of the
public relations firm
Adams & Rinehart, which
handles publicity for the
Daily News, said he does
not know of any prospective buyers and does not

know what the Tribune
Co.'s price for the morning newspaper would be.
George McDonald,
president of the Allied
Printing Trades Council,
said he was shocked by
the announcement and
called an emergency
meeting for today of the
newspaper unions that
form the council.
The Daily News
employs about 4,000 people.
The tabloid, founded by
Chicago Tribune
publisher Col. Robert McCormick as The Illustrated Daily News, hit

its circulation peak of 2.3 nouncement. He has said
million following World in the past that he is not
interested in buying the
War II.
The News lists a cir- News.
The News grossed $330
culation of 1.5 million daimillion
in 1980, the thirdly and more than 2
newspaper
largest
million on Sundays.
in
the country,
revenue
These figures have been
rising in recent months, but it said revenue was
according to the eaten up by the costs of
newspaper's adver- energy, newsprint, ink
tisements. Only the Wall and labor.
The Daily News survivStreet Journal, a financially oriented daily, has ed the turbulent 1960s
a greater circulation.
The Daily News is locked in a circulation battle
with the New York Post,
an afternoon tabloid,
which publishes Monday
through Saturday.
Lawrence

HEALTH

The Post's circulation
was 689,000 for the six
months ending March 31,
according to the Audit
Bureau of Circulation. By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
However, Peter Faris,
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when the growth of television news and the exodus
of the city's middle-class
population to the suburbs
forced four other New
York dailies to fold.
The News tried to boost
drooping circulation with
the 1980 addition of
Tonight, an afternoon
paper, but it failed.
Tonight folded in August
with its circulation at
about 100,000.
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NANCY-WHAT'S
THAT
AWFUL A MEAN LETTER
SMELL?
MAD AT
5LUGGO AND
I WROTE HIM

I'M SO MAD I ALSO RUBBED))
GARLIC ON IT

Ake*

MAIL
Ole
DOC WI
WHAT

WRONG,
SIR?

I THINK SOMEONE

TRYING 70 GET ME!

ClikGvA:00 ARE YOU
TAKING
,
ANOTHER mop

THEN/ ASKED
ME MY SECRET
OF LoN&EVITY

YT:XJ SHOULD FIND
SOMETHING MORE
CON e.TRUCTIVE

Min Unftd halve Syndleral•

SAI
I'D NEVER
1-140LIG.NT
ABOUT IT

"NEN I REALIZED
THE SECRET OF
LONGEVITY t6
MOT TO TH I NK
ABOUT IT!

*MAT'S A GOOO
IDEA,HONEY

ir

IT'S CLOSING
WE„ WE
TIME.GET EVERY- HAVE NO

,ONE OUT.

OR mci,51,,

SCORPIO
What kind of day will tomor- ((kt. 23 to Nov.21)
row be? To find out what the
Put new personal plans into
stars say, read the forecast
motion. Handle a family
given for your birth Sign.
member with kid gloves. Be
careful to avoid defective
items when shopping.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) er
Dec.21) )
eirilkil/k
Though you'll profit from (Nov.22 to
A slip of the tongue could
new moneymaking ideas, you
create the wrong impression.
have to avoid a tendency to exbefore you speak. Work
travagance. Morning is the Think
from behind the scenes is probest time for action.
fitable.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
to•
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
72toJan. 19)
Talks with close ties are (Dec.
Benefits come through
beneficial, but proper
friends, yet a touchy money.
decorum is needed with a
situation needs to be resolved.
higher-up. Be tactful with
An acquaintance may have
others in the afternoon.
something up his sleeve.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
(May 21 to June 20)
20 to Feb. 18)
(Jan.
developments
ocFavorable
break cornea now,
career
A
cur in the job area, but don't
but you need to be careful in
slacken your efforts in the
with a sensitive
afternoon. This when you tend dealing Don't let
the moods
higher-up.
to become careless.
of others throw you.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) e(C) PISCES Mar. 20) XC
'
to
Avoid touchiness with your (Feb. 19
Seek ways to improve menspouse or child. Rise above
Don't give advice unless
emotional outbreaks and tally.
Others may interpret
asked.
utilize common sense in
your concern as criticism. Be
discussions with others.
tactful.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 23 to Aug. 22
Good news affects your idealistic an practical. You
interest in
domestic picture, though have a strong
public service,
and
politics
there may be a slight letdown
also succeed in
later. Loved ones will require though you'll
publishing or promobanking,
your full cooperation.
tional work. You have a flair
VIRGO
for communication and will
23 to Sept. 22
have suicess in acting, public
A burst of Cit.
energy
and writing. Friends
speaking
Should be used constructively.:
helpful to you careerwise.
Tact is needed with co- are
Dancing, education, design
workers, so be definite and
singing are other possible
and
alu
Li ifcl fuzzy thinking.
vocations for you. A sense of
AZ1 community involvement helps
(Sept. 21 to Oct. 22) overcome a tendency to be
Expect some fortunate you
of others. Birthdate
financial developments. Don't suspicious
Fonda, actress; BenJane
of:
be too accommodating with a
Disraeli, British
loved one. Learn when to jamin
statesman; and Rebecca
stand up for your own ideas.
West,author

344

LET ME
SLEEP
ON IT

'IOU HAVEMOW„ F ROM
ME.

/awry

1. LEGAL NOTICE

1. LEGAL NOTICE
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"
ORDINANCE
AMENDING
A PORAN
TION OF ORDINANCE NUMBER 375
RELATING TO A RATE INCREASE IN
REFUSE COLLECTION RATES AND
REPEALING ORDINANCE NUMBER 721
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF
MURRAY:
SECTION I: From and after the first day
of January, 1982, the following rates for
residential refuse collection are established and shall be as follows:
1. Single Family Residence $5.50 per month
2. Duplex Residences and
apartment houses,each family $5.50 per

3. Residences with only one occupant
65 years of age or older $4.25 per month
SECTION II: Ordinance Number 721 is
hereby repealed; Ordinances Number 652
and 655 are hereby reaffirmed except as
hereinbefore set forth.
ADOPTED ON THE 17 DAY OF
DECEMBER,1981.
COMMON COUNCIL, CITY OF
MURRAY
By: Melvin B. Henley, Mayor

Attest:
Jo Crass, City Clerk
PUBLIC NOTICE
PROPOSED USE
HEARING-FEDERAL
REVENUE SHARING
FUND
On December 29, 1981, 5:00 p.m. City
Hall Building, South 5th and Poplar
Streets, the Mayor of Murray, Kehtucky
will hold a Revenue Sharing Proposed
use hearing. All citizens, especially
senior citizens, are invited to attend and
provide the mayor with written and oral
comments on possible uses for $42,000 in
the city's revenue sharing trust fund and
$170,099 of revenue sharing funds expected by the city during the first six
months of 1982 calendar year.
Melvin B. Henley Mayor
SUMMARY: ORD.N744
The Ordinance expresses the intent of
the City of Murray to issue industrial
revenue bonds not to exceed ten million
dollars for the acquisition and improvement by Kroger Company of the Tappan
Warehouse, to be repaid by Kroger and for
which the City shall not be liable. The City
Council also determines that such industrial development will help relieve conditions of unemployment and encourage an
increase of industry within the City.
Adopted 12/17/81
Melvin B. Henley
Jo Crass
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roommate
wanted to share two
bedroom house. Call 7539265.
Female

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Plaza

THE
COUNTRY
CLASSICS
AT
PARIS
LANDING
LOUNGE
I

14K Gold chilies 16"
512.95
14 K Gold Chains 18'
$16.95
Fleeting Hearts $2.85
Free Gold Gift With
Each $50.00 Per.

.
Open 9 e.w.-9pms
753-7113

Friday sod
Saturday

Your Individual
Horoscope

Sit!

cio

Balance, which discusses
this. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
Not only does food
processing, including canning and freezing, add sodium
but it also often decreases
the potassium content. The
best way to get the optimal
amount of potassium and
avoid excess sodium is to
prepare foods at home
rather than buying commercially prepared foods from
the store.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
wife has an accumulation of
fat on her buttock which she
calls cellulite. She claims a
pill will help her lose the fat.
I claim exercise and eating
less will eventually help her
reduce. Who is correct? She
said that this fat on the buttock is there to stay unless
she takes the pill that is sold
commercially.
DEAR READER - With
that attitude your wife is
probably right, the fat is
there to stay. And that
includes pill or no pill.
Cellulite is a fad name.
The fat that is called cellulite is exactly the same as
fat accumulations elsewhere
in the body when examined
chemically or under the
microscope.
That means the fa over
the thighs and buttock is
eliminated the same way fat
elsewhere is eliminated, by
consuming fewer calories
than the body uses.
Women are genetically
designed to have fat deposits
over the buttock and thighs
and men are more prone to
have a big abdomen. Inherited or genetic traits are an
important factor in all of
this. The Hottentot women
in South Africa are a good
example of genetic influences. They tend to have a very
large fat pillow over the
buttock.
mirmwmmmamtmmaimmemi

lr%MEM

Mirrors For Christmas --M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do
picture framing and cut
glass table tops. We
custom make gun
cabinets, show cases
and display cases. Install auto glass, window
glass and plate glass.
Repair storm windows,
storm doors and patio
door glass. M & G Glass
816 Coldwater Road.
753.0180 or 753 2798.
Santa Suite Rental Mr.
Tuxedo 310 East Main
759.4073.
Save energy. Buy insulating water heater
blankets for gas and
electric water heaters.
Murray Lumber Co, 104
Maple St.
THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 7539356.
Visit Hazel Kentucky Antique Mall. Open 5 days a
week.9 5. Sunday 1-5.

See the Unicorn Gift
Selection at the Graen
Door
Dixieland Shopping
Center
Chestnut Street
Open till 8 p.m.

FREE
;10.00 Gift Certificate when yoe
COS* into the store.

Use now or later on
the perches. of KENNY ROGERS JEANS,
(woes or women) or
wens owl WOMBS
boots. New Shipment
Weekly.

Vernon's
Western
Store
Olympic Man
1534113
I•9 Dolly
1.6 Sas*

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *RCN FRUIT DRINKS
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•NOLLISTER MOM PRODUCTS
Free_*.y ea ProwrIploos hOly Wes

HORNBUCKLE BARBEit
SHOP--17rit"

-1
.4
,
54M

225 L. P. NW St. (Across Pim C.ssammity Ow«)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Open Neert

Tees., Them, Fri., Set.
1-12 - 753-3615

BEST

•

COPY

WV. II TIIIK /It MK 41.k,.. LEDGER
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16. HOME
FURNISHINGS

)
4.mISCELLANE0US

K
. HOUSES F9R RENT 177717g7--mr

4) PUBLIC SALE

zrimirlimerp,

It USED CARS

SERVICES OFFERFU

Asphalt driveways and
Brand new 2 bedroom
as 3 bedroom brick house 1175 Comet 4 door, 302 parking lots sealed by
GUITARS. Student to duplex in Northwood. Registered Keeshound Garage Sale Christm
,
steering
2
engine, power
Watkins specials. Black
shop with us Thursday. Carpet throughout,
puppies for sale_ 753
For free
Sears
Traditional style Professional. Wide selec
pepper, vanilla, men- Broyhill sofa $275, home tion. Chucks Music Central heat and air, 7919.
baths, large living air, good condition estimates call 7$1 2310
Friday and Saturday
and
patio
d,
earpete
thol camphor ointment.
New and collectible room and den 2 car 733 0111 or 75.3 8124
entertainment center Center, 1411 Main. 753
ile nlachanic
carport. Refrigerator, Six month old black items
Trevor or Geraldine S150. Call after Spm.
Ornaments, gars,e with large star 1976 tan Monte Carlo Automob
on auto
Dane. full pedi
3482.
Great
her,
disdishwas
stove,
214$ 12500 or best offer Call will do work
st•
crystal,
Mathis 753-8284.
Call
glass,
room
on
age
depressi
759-1831.
matic and all gasoline
posal, and washerdryer gree, cropped ears. china, McCoy. Shawnee, or 753 2493
4011. tv tower, 2 an
767 2$41
etwained trucks All wOr
hookup. Extra cabinets fully obedience trained
tennas, UHF VHF. 4in
6. HELP WANTED
Hull, antique couch, bells. Assumable and after 1977 Black Grand Prix
18. SEWING
driller. Call 753- and closet space. No Call Sal. 153-6527, 753
well
and
pictures
saw,
chain
MACHINES
Like new 2 Li Red interior 13100 guaranteed
dable
Call 437
$180 Per Week Part
children. No pets. $200. 9101.
7956.
much more On 6/1 South bedroom with great or best offer Excellent
Time at Home. Web- Singer Sewing Machine
4514
Deposit. $285. month.
at
CUSTOM MADE
line
AAA
iust across State
43. REAL ESTATE
room, lots of cabinets at condition Call 739 1161
ster, America's fore- with maple cabinet.
after
Carpet and vinyl re
CABINETS, bookcases, Call 7533010
Hazel_ 4988116
Garage,
the kitchen
most dictionary com- Good condition. Call
1177 Malibu Classic pairs and installation
8:00pm.
,
etc.
centers
music
in
fenced
pump,
heat
pany needs home 753-7635.
Black, power Quality work
Quaran
Landau
Efficiency apartment
'Reasonable. 436 2566.
Coil Owner at
43. REAL ESTAT
yard
workers to update local
brakes, power steering. teed Call 753 0285
for boys. 1603 College
, 12 Bearcat 210 pro
machine
sewing
Sears
Shroat
or
1469
753
mailing lists. All ages,
air condition, till, AM
built in stitches, 30 cams, grammable scanner Farm Rd. 492 8225.
Waldrop Realty FM stereo, extra sharp Concrete block and
experience unnecesYou will love this
&
Pardee
Tlowessa
70 years
bet7539421
'2
d
Call
$175.
furnishe
6600
brick work
RA
large
ic
Extra
Panason
and
759 1707.
sary. Call 1-716-84-6000.
1539072
cosy 3 bedroom
Free es
ween 5 and 6 pm AM-FM stereo receiver. bedroom upstairs
human &
experience
3
or
rent.
sale
for
Ext.5112.
y
Horne
Lakewa
house in
1977 white Grand Prix females Call 153 5476
weekdays. Anytime 153-63/2 after 5pm.
apartment. Water fur
Real Wets
bedroom double wide with red top, low
Wanted- Farm Manager. Saturdays.
Shores. If you are
central gas heat
nished,
Fence sales at Sears
per
on
home
Sq.
mobile
west TenSimottiade Caen
650 acre
economical you may
mileage,excellent condi now Call Sears 753 2310
26. TV-RADIO
and air. Couple
manent foundation
nessee farm. 600 herd 20. SPORTS
0
wood.
y
with
beat
kaatiock
Morray,
for
preferred. $165 No pets.
Located in Baywood loaded, $3250 Call 434 for free estimate
feeder pig operation,
EQUIPMENT
In the City! A
753 1203.
753-4451
your needs
Vista near Kentucky 2682 alter Sp.m
100 head cow herd, 700
two
house,
dream
Ithaca 20 guage pump gun
Extra nice 2 bedroom
For your lime hauling
Lake in Calloway CO
acre row crop. *nd
bedroom,central gas
with two barrels. High
duplex with large
a large lot. 1978 Chevy Monza
on
lime spreading
is
Home
and
resume to Terra Fain
12950
heat, completely
standard 20 guage
gravel.
closets on Northwood
baths, living Automatic, air
rock
full
2
Has
white
P.O. Box 1059 Paris, Tn.
and sharp
redecorated. Got a
automatic, 243 rifle. Call
Dr. Deposit. No pets.
room, dining room, Extra clean
sand, coal hauling
38242.
25"
$39.95
color
Want
Rob
family?
gon
1978
volkswa
large
753-1208.
753-0814.
kitchen with built in
call 753 4545 or see Roger
Accountant- B.S. De19" color, 13" coldoor, automatic,
to heat with a Ashley
Located 10
electric stove, central bit 2
Hudson
Furnished one bedroom
22. MUSICAL
gree required plus 2
See
and
?
air
furnace
interior,
wood
or, 19" B/W
electric heat Also wood velour
miles east on Hwy 94
apartment near down
Years experience. ReExtra
on
m
this four bedroo
GUITARS. Student to
burning stove, Rent sunroof $3550
and
town Murray. Call 753
location expenses paid.
435 Furniture Stripping
2 acres.
Professional. Wide selec
$160. per month and sale clean and sharp
4109 or 436-2844.
Repair Call 753 7499
Salary negotiable. Ac4794
Call
75
ble
Chucks Music
753-75
tion.
price reasona
HOME
One bedroom efficiency
tion Personnel 753-6532.
Santa's Budget
1971 Toyota Land Crui G ENERAL
Center, 1411 Main. 753
753 1721
apartment. Partial
15 years ex
REPAIR
Counter person. Ex- 3682.
warn
Beater
p,
Hardto
27. MO IL
New three bedroom, 2 ser
Carpentry
utilities paid. No pets. $90.
perience preferred, not
winch, 5 new tires, perience
Put this house on
baths, built in applian
EO.
plumbing,
Call 753-9741.
e,
concret
HOMES SALES
required. Inquire in CAR STER
Call
n.
t conditio
your Christmas list. ces Must sell $30,000. excellen
NO
roofing, sliding
person at Boone's Inc. Pioneer, Kenwood, 1971 Richardson, 12 x 60, One bedroom furnished
8111
753
2670.
489
Marantz, Mitsubishi,
A neat and pretty Call
JOB TO SMALL Free
apartment. Partial
605 Main.
central
s,
bedroom
two
Days 474
Sanyo. Professional inNice hide away for year
estimates
utilities paid. $140. per
two bedroom
, 50 USED TRUCK
Experienced Salespeoheat. Unstallation. Sunset air and gas
1359, nights 474 2276
round living Furnished
month. No pets. Call
home
led
42
remode
31
ple. Advertising ex3
75
hed.
furnis
Boulevard Music
bouse on 7 lots at Pine 1971 Dodge Window
hauling Lime,
753-9741.
perience preferred but
After 5 pm
that is close to Bluff Shores. Relax on Van V IL automatic, General
Dixieland Center daytime
rock, rip rap,
white
m
2
bedroo
or
One
not necessary. High
489-2802.
schools. Well in- the big sundeck and radio, like new morter, sand. lumber.
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
apartments for rent at
earning available to
Mobile home for sale or
sulated, with a floor watch the deer go by. Michelin 16 S x 8 00 steel ties and machinery
Call
Apts
amby
Only
Embass
people.
right
rent. Located in
radials, carpeted(dark Call 753 6626 after apm
ic
753-4331.
or
energet
furnace. Enjoy the Call 7591074;753-2649.
753-3530
itious and
Puryear. Two bedroom
green), excellent con
house
Jones
The
Addie
apply.
people need
Guttering by Sears
wooden deck in the
completely furnished. Three bedroom house in
in Stella. Call 189 2521 dition. 436 5610.
of
Horn
Apply in person only on
Sears continuous gut
it
Rent
per
Look
.
$275
$7,000.
summer
price
Almo Heights.
Sale
to
pickup.
party
Datsun
llo
1972
nights.
Respoosa
Mon., 8am-5pm at 208
ters iitstalled for your
Plenty
month. Call 753-8411.
$200 monthly plus de
an
make
and
over
good
y
Call
E. 13th St. Benton, Ky.
Three bedroom brick 4 speed, relativel
specifications
take op preemies oo posit. 901-217-5357.
plenty of
There's
bedroom house,
Three
the
0415
in
753
offer. Listed
home, carpet condition. 11150.
Sears 753 2310 for free
NUCLEAR POWER
piano.
sew
Re
4
this
large kitchen, steve and
in
room
elbow
820's. Phone San- throughout, 2 baths, after 5100pm.
estimate.
TRAINEES. Reward28. MOBILE
refrigerator furnished,
bedroom home
large living Toom and • 1976 Silverado short K 1, K STUMP REMO
Kopat
ing program offers good
Helpers
ta's
HOME RENTALS
carpeted
hookup,
washer
2 car garage With wheel base pickup
located in a nice
salary, earn 30 days
VAL Do you need stumps
from
perud Realty today den,
Two bedroom trailer, 10 Less then one mile
large storage room, White, 350 automatic, removed from your yard
vacation with pay, total
area.
tial
residen
$725
Kentucky Lake'.
.
753-1222
Call
Almo.
of
East
55.
8394.
x
or
753
stereo,
Call 419 2145
air, AM FM
medical care and $7000
or land cleared of
Plus deposit. Water in
The backyard has a
Ho,Ho,Ho!
bonus upon completion 23. EXTERMINATING 753-3320.
Three bedroom house turbine wheels, roll bar. stumps' We can re
442-3877.
cluded.
fence.
ink
chain-l
Extra nice 2 bedroom, 2
You'll smile with on 2 and one half acres Extra sharp 753 9872
of training program.
move stumps up to 24
The master
Close to Two bedroom furni5hed
bath, 14x70
you North on 1824 Hwy 70 International pickup inches below the
Age 17-24. Some math
when
delight
Gar
in
country.
school, unfurnished. house
bedroom suite is 12
arid physics required.
truck. New clutch, ground, leaving only
hear the extremely 753 1868
den spot and water
753-0187 after 6pm.
Phone Mon -Fri
pressure plate, exhaust sawdust and chips Call
own
its
with
x
15,
ing
furnished. 753 7671.
good financ
47.M. eR
8am.-2pm. toll free
brakes, tune for free estimates Bob
system,
Tr.iler for rent. 2
22
x
17
a
bath and
terms available on
Good running Kemp 435 43/3 or Bob
1-800-238-5580.
etc.
up,
bedroom near Murray. Two bedroom cottage,
Special
1980 Yamaha 400
sitting room. See
living room, kitchen,
this 42 wooded acre with mag wheels, wind motor, no rust 153 2952
Kemp Jr 435 4319
No pets. 489 2611.
PAID ON-THE-JOB
at
Located
bath.
full
these and other
Ken- jammer, custom seat, 80 GMC Van Conver MOBILE HOME AN
near
TRAINING. Learn a
tract
Two 2 bedroom trailers
the
on
Paris Landing
underpinning,
amenities. Phone
skill, complete your
for rent. Fully fur- Coast Guard road. $125
tucky Lake in the luggage carrier, elec son Fully customized CHORS
refrigerator, sink, roof's sealed, patio
education with us. -1740
ud
with
your
,
If
Kopper
753-1222
nished. $140. Call 753
ignition.
tronic
Church
er
Ledbett
per month plus utilities.
years old. Generous
1879 after 5:00.
for a bike, look at stereo, couch (converts awnings, and house
Realty.
Deposit required. 436
community. Owner looking
..4venpay, travel and,
into bed), rally wheels, type roofs for mobile
$1,200. Call 517
one.
this
trailers
Two 2 bedroom
House
5353.
financing available 8372
ture. Phone Mon -Fri.
custom paint. 'and cap homes 753 1873 Jack
1 mile from city limits
heat,
gas
,
ul
Beautif
Two bedroom
s Glover
n
i
8am.-2pm. toll free
a
- very attractive 1981 Honda Express II
on 121 South. Call washer dryer hook up,
,1-800-238-5581.
All the warmth and
chairs, 13,000 miles, Need work on your
at
Offered
Honda
Express
terms.
1980
24. MlSC ELLANEOUS 753 6649 or 753 3175.
and
6th.
carpeted. 503 S.
to 753 5014.
• Representive. Would you
trees? Topping, prun
charm will unfold
$27,500. Phone 753- II. Both in excellent Reply
Order now Two bedroom trailer, 10 x $150. per month. Call
CARS,
like to represent the na- Firewood.
ing, shaping, complete
LUS
after
SURP
6342
753
n.
when
you
of
t
conditio
before
Northeas
miles
d wood 55, 2
362 8063 after 6pm.
1 222, Kopperud
TRUCKS
AND
tion's largest builder of and burn seasone
removal and more Call
JEEPS
5pm.
Almo. Call 7533320.
you enter this 3
436-2758.
Two bedroom house in
Realty for direcindividually built, custom this winter.
NOW AVAILABLE thru BOVER'S TREE
trailer
om
Two
bath
bed
2
m,
753bedroo
Shores
Panorama
constructed. homes. We Firewood for sale.
local Government SERVICE for Pro
tions and all other
49. USED CAR
near Murgy. No pets. Partly furnished. $115 a
borne. Located on a
will train you tcr-call on 3523.
Sales, call 1-114 569 0241 fessional tree care
details.
21
.
489-2611.
Fairlane
/Nice.
1963 Ford
month References and
our prospects. If_you are Firewood. Seasoned or
for your directory on 753 1536.
shaded
tree
large
good
miles per gallon
an honest, aggressive, go unseasoned. $25. rick Two bedroom trailer for deposit required. Call
how to purchase Open P rofessional
lot. Living room,
condition. 437 4945
getter, this is an op- delivered. Call 436-2744 Rent on Ledbetter 753-6753.
24 hours
paperhanging, painting,
g
Does your family mod
formal dinin
Church road. $60 a Well insulated, 1 and
portunity to get in on the after 5pm.
1970 Olds 98 convertible,
buildings, top,
farm
1 BOATS& MOTORS
economical housing? Within
room, kitchen, den,
collectors item, gold
ground floor. Straight Firewood for sale. month. Call 354-6144.
one half story house
sides, commercial or
school?
of
distance
walking
Excelsalary
top.
or
East.
ion
white
with
commiss
2 fireplaces and
Call
residential
WINTER DISCOUNT
Seasoned oak and Two bedroom mobile near Murray, 94
With two bedrooms and two
lent condition, extra 191), Deck Cruiser
plus commission position hickory. $25. a rick home. Reasonably Cook stove, built in
2 Tremon Farris,
complete the
study
52,
low
it
llion
top,
baths?
mointenonc
clean, original
available. Multi-mi
priced. $75. single, $85. cabinets, utility room
rears old Trailer and 159 1987.
delivered. 436-2778.
four different levels.
and excellent quality? At.
dollar ad campaign opens
000 actual miles, one 115 Johnson motor
double. Small clean $150. Married couple.
Remodeling Home Re
used.
and
new
lifts
Fork
is
decor
new
The
owner. White leather Phone 436 2802
price ofless than 516,000?
the door for you. ExNo pets. References.
753 8216.
Quality work,
pair
e line of lifts for court.
to see.
ng
interior, 6 way power
cellent advancement op- Complet
753 7551.
Ihen call 753-1191 now,
somethi
Deposit.
Datsun
guaranteed, free es
ble
converti
For
.
portunities. Fringe every purpose.
seats
753-0187
hours
after
rud
Call Koppe
timates and consulla
If you need BUSINESS RENTALS
lovers. Anxious to sell. ALCOA ALUMINUM
benefits for salaried and others.
37. LIVESTOCK
Gargus
G. B
Realty today - 753lion
give us a call
m.
5p
after
siding
6500
vinyl
753
or
Call
employees include: stock a lift
SIDING
•SUPPLIFS
753 0215.
069.
1222.
um
Mlii
Alumin
trim
purchase investment, life 502-247-4
1972 Olds 88. Good tires and
Arabian Horses for sale
Roofing Hot Tar and
and hospitalization in- For sale: trash cornand - good mechanically, trim for brick houses
aw*
Warsh
or lease. Mares
repairs.
gravel roofs Ask about
needs
sharing
pacter
profit
Glover 753 1873.
surance,
Jack
Phone
$500_
18mpg.
ages
all
geldings,
5 year guarantee Roofs
Stair Spats
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Employers Cutting Down
On Gifts To Employees

I

Mrs. Simpson Moody Dies
At Hospital
Dies Friday

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Carl L. Moody, 85, Rt. (API — Economic hard
1, Almo, died at 3:15 a.m. tunes are showing up in
today in the Murray- all areas of American
Calloway County business..The latest indication of money
Hospital.
A member of the troubles is that
Hickory Grove Church of employers are cutting
Christ, Moody was a down, and even cutting
retired employee of the out, gifts to employees.
Some employers might
Murray Tappan plant.
He was born May 28, cut back — for instance,
giving a $6 turkey instead
1896.
Survivors include his of a $15 ham — but others
wife, Marie Elkins have stopped giving
Moody; four daughters, altogether.
Nationwide, businesses
Sarah Jane Barnett, Lincoln Park, Mich.; are expected to spend
Charlene Nale, Almo; more than $2 billion on
Geneva Collins, Murray; gifts for employees and
and Willa Crouch, Mur- clients in 1981, according
ray; one brother, Gobel to Premium Incentive
Moody, Murray; five Business, a trade publicagrandchildren; and three tion for the promotion
marketing industry. That
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will would be a 3.5 percent inbe at 1 p.m. Monday in crease over last year.
"Some companies are
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home. buying very little, to be
Friends may call after 3 very honest with you,"
p.m. Sunday at the said Ernie Marx, in
funeral home.
charge of the gift section
Burial will be in Mur- at Roppel's, which ships
Funeral services for ray Memorial Gardens.
steaks and hams across
Mrs. Mary Outland Erwin will be at 2 p.m. Sunday in the South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church,
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
Rev. Paul Blankenship
and Rev. William P.
FEELING WITH GENUINE
Mullins will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
GM PARTS
Jimmy Erwin, Gary
Cooper, Ronda' Burkeen,
Donny Key, Rondal
Taylor, Kenny Dale Erwin, David Lynn Cooper
and Steve Swearengin.
Burial will be in the
South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Survivors include five
1979 Datum 510
daughters, Ellen Orr,
Lucille Cooper, Lurene
2 door, blue, blue interior, 5 speed, air,
Cooper and Leola Erwin,
one owner.
all of Murray, and Mary
Jo Swearengin, Benton,
Tenn.; one son, James E.
641 S.
Erwin, Hazel; 11 grandGM QUALITY
GM
SERVICE PARTS
children; 19 great- 753-2617
Murray
grandchildren; and one
great-great-grandchild.
She is preceded in
death by her husband
Emmett Erwin, daughter
Clara Key and son Ordest
Houston Erwin, who was
XIA~AVA
killed in World War II.
Erwin is the daughter
of the late Boone Outland
and Ellen Geurin
Outland.

Mrs. Cammie Simpson,
94, Rt.1, Hazel, died at
8:45 a.m. Friday in
Westview Nursing Home.
Wife of the late Nat
Simpson, Simpson is survived by one daughter,
Beauton Windsor of
Hazel; one granddaughter, Georgie Arnett
of Hazel; three greatgrandchildren; and
several nieces and
nephews.
Friends may call after
1 p.m. today at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Funeral services will
be at 2 p.m. Sunday in the
funeral home. Rev. Joe C.
Gardner and Rev. James
Lawson will officiate.
J.C. and Edith Warren
will provide the music.
Burial will be in the
Story's Chapel Cemetery.

Mrs. Outland
Rites Slated

the country. It's the "little food baskets instead of
the big ones," he said.
JoAnn Baker, special
events coordinator for
Stewart's, supervises the
store's personal buying
service for hurried
employers. She said this
is the year of the traditional, more conservative
gift in reflection of the
traditional, more conservative buyer. Novelty,for
the most part,is out.
Last year, she said, a
popular item for bosses to
give female employees
was a lighted compact
mirror, ranging in price
from $7.99 for the colored
plastic models to $30 for
the brass and pearl versions.
The big items this year
are cologne, key chains
and tie tacks,she said.
"There is no reason
why a company can't
give a gift that's on sale,"
she added. Which is exactly what Phyllis Babcock says people are do-

ing at her store, Bit
O'Ireland Inc.
She said more and
more employers are looking at the $4 handkerchiefs and the Irish coffee
mugs that are 25 percent
to 50 percent off.
"They are only buying
things on sale, and small
items," she said. "And
they are finding other
things at all stores — on
sales."
Employees at some
companies in Louisville,
like United Kentucky
Bank and the Louisville
Cement Co. won't be getting anything in their
company stocking this
year.
In past years,
employees at United Kentucky have received $25
gift certificates and
ceramic mugs imprinted
with the company logo.
But this year, gifts are
out for purely economic
reasons, according to Jim
Bryan, vice president of
the marketing planning
division.

AE=3";
Practical
V Gift Suggestions
Any Item In Th
Ace Hardware Dept.
With Ace Hardware
Sticker Is
Off
£J
/O
Now Until Christmas

Murray Supply
Co.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

hui'AHV AWARDS — David King, chairman of this year's Rotary Club
Parade, presented awards to representatives of several organizeti:. that participated in the parade. Receiving awards were (from top photo)
John, Wayne Terry of Eastwood Christian Church, W.A. Franklin of Murray
and Karen and Jerry Bolls of Carter and Robertson Elementary
High

Republican Reagan Attempting
To Keep GOP Majority Senate
first-term Democrat said
Reagan may have
H.e:,gan: the
president and a overestimated those
10.4,a121A-..:11, wants Jim powers in his case.
The letter asked Sasser
Snss.tl;" senator and a
Derniier4t, ti help keep a to pay $120 to join the
Itcpuliezin majority in club.
"Remember, this is an
..eiiate
said in a letter exclusive club," Reagan
that he wanted Ten- said. "And every
nessee's Sa.ser to join an member is dedicated to
11SiVe Club'' keeping a Republican
'
ileilicatt4i to preserving majority in the Senate.
rnajority the The Democrats are comth,
GriP ;.i•ii,-/eti in 1980 for ing after us in 1982 ..."
oi 25 years.
It seems the
the f ,i
1-w•r mailed to Republicans may also be
planning to go after
, N:t! aril forSasser in 1982, with Rep.
Wasnington, Robin Beard, R-Tenn., an
tne
sdent Said, all-but-announced can'- i-',••••e me. I am not didate for the GOP
-‘'ono to join Senate nomination,
:
!!1 'ao: only pro,:g -waving
•ou who I
•,ivilling to
kaow
keep our nasac!
tion strung' were being
inviteA to join the
ithlica 1 Presidential
tft
S;isFor ealiod Reagan's
of persuasion
But the

In addition, Sasser is
one of 20 Democratic
senators the National
Conservative Political
Action Committee has
targeted for defeat in
next year's election.
Sasser's membership
fee would place his name
on the "President's
Honor Role of
Americans," which the
letter said would be "kept
forever" with Reagan's
presidential papers.
For the $120 fee, the letter said, Sasser would
receive a special Medal
of Merit. "Sen. Bob
Packwood, chairman of
the task force, will present you with your Medal
of Merit," Reagan said.

County Man
Injured
In Accident

.,••••"

A Calloway County
man was injured Friday
evening in a one car acci2 miles east of
/
dent 21
Murray.
The vehicle, driven by
Clayton Adams, 58, 513
South 7th St., overturned
as he failed to negotiate a
curve east of Murray on
highway 280, according to
Kentucky State Police
reports filed by Trooper
James Barnett.
Adams was treated and
released at Murray
Calloway County
Hospital, according to a
hospital spokesman.

LET
TRIS
SONG
OF
.\
PEACE
AND LOVE
SPREAD
TI-EROUGI+OUT
MEE WORLD!

collections

Rattan
Trunks

sincere gratitude to our regular
patrons for bringing out the best
t
i\in us this entire season,Enjoyl
i

Murray Beauty

Salon

753-3142

ea,

Increases in the cost of fuel
have caused electric rates
to go tip. But you can help
reduce your heating costs
by using
electricity
efficiently.
Set your
thermostat
at 68°.

If your thermostat is set
higher than 68°,
you're an overheatbr.
Kick the habit by turning your
thermostat down to 68°
and by wearing
appropriate clothing
—several layers of light
clothing will
keep you warmer
than one
bulky garment.

On Sale
$3999

We'd like to extend our

Chestnut St.

Are you an overheater?

The new
Pier 1

208 I Ala 753-3341
x2.4Agotkir,4-.4.Pce•eve.(e-lifiiMaeS001-4*?4,lbre-OAR'

I
;
44444,11.

•

$4999 •
Ctr.
131 Air.
Mutroy, Ky.

Murray Electric System
BEST

COPY AVAILABLE

401 Olive St-

